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This study presents an application of operations 
research techniques to the development of stock price 
generation and simulation models to aid in the under-
standing of price movement. Relationships between stock 
price and volume and stock price and market averages 
which follow descernible trends and patterns are 
discovered. Technical trading rules are developed based 
on these relationships which empirically have shed doubt 
on the random walk hypothesis of price movement. This 
in turn gives evidences that technical analysis can be 
an aid to price forecasting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
No human activity has been so intensely studied 
over the past seventy years as the buying and selling of 
stock market securities. The changes in wealth represented 
by gains and losses in a single trading day constantly 
lure men looking for fame and fortune to try to solve 
the mysteries of speculative price forecasting. 
Until recently most of the stock market studying 
was done by market analysts and speculators. Disinterest 
on the part of the academician was mainly due to the 
small role played by organized equity markets in industrial 
finance, the idea that stock market trading was akin 
to gambling and the shortage among economists with the 
necessary mathematical and statistical skills for effective 
time series analysis [l,p.79]. Now things have changed 
and new attention by the academician has been focused 
on stock price behavior. A number of papers have been 
published dealing with the hypothesis that the course 
of stock prices describes a random walk. 
This study is still another in a long series of 
research efforts devoted to the random character of stock 
market prices. The study considers the following two 
questions: 
1. Does emprical evidence indicate that the past 
history of stock prices contains "patterns" which enable 
a person to predict future price movements, or do they 
follow a random walk? 
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2. Can stock price generation and simulation models 
be developed to help in the understanding of price 
movements? 
Since some of the important concepts of stock market 
analysis may not be familiar to the reader, a brief 
introduction to them would be in order. 
In analyzing the stock market two groups of conditions 
which affect the course of prices may be considered. The 
first of these relates to the momentary structure of the 
market and is referred to as "technical." The second 
relates to the adjustment of prices to economic conditions 
and is characterized as "fundamental." The technician 
investigates the past history of trading, which includes 
price changes, volume of transactions, etc., in certain 
stocks or in "the averages". He assumes that patterns 
exist and tend to recur, and that trends tend to persist 
once they start. Hence, past price movements can be used 
to predict future price movement. 
The fundamentalist depends upon important economic 
and financial statistics to forecast stock price movement. 
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He studies sales data, plant capacity and competition 
for given securities. Auditors' reports, the profit-
and-loss statements, the dividend histories and the 
quarterly balance sheets are analyzed to aid in price 
prediction. Daily news events and economical indexes 
are examined to determine the general state of the 
economy. Intrinsic values are computed for given stocks 
based on this information and a trading strategy is 
decided upon. 
Most market analysts use a combination of technical 
and fundamental indicators to forecast stock price movement. 
However, it is very difficult to find an academician who 
believes that the backward look of technical indicators 
is of any substantial value. The position held by most 
academicians is that security prices behave very much 
like a random walk. That is, successive price changes 
are independent random variables which follow some 
probability distribution. 
Robert A. Levy [2,p.4] states that "If, 
in fact, successive stock price changes occur 
in a random fashion (defining random as unpre-
dictable, without pattern or systematization), 
then technical analysis can be no more useful 
in selecting investments than blindfolding 
oneself and throwing a dart at the list of 
stocks in any major daily newspaper." 
The random walk theory casts considerable doubt 
on the value of technical analysis but not the value of 
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fundamental analysis. There is no reason why an analyst 
with superior knowledge of a fundamental nature cannot 
earn extraordinary profits in stock market trading. 
That is, a trader with special or inside information 
about a company can use this information for stock market 
gains. But a person, trading on technical analysis 
and depending only upon past price data, would not be 
expected to make sizable gains if the random walk hypothesis 
were true. The random walk hypothesis implies independent 
price changes, which in turn implies that price changes 
are independent of any past history about a company 
which is generally available to the trading public. Hence, 
technical analysis would be useless [l,p.2]. 
The important issue to be examined is the random 
walk hypothesis. If the random walk hypothesis is true, 
then a trader should evaluate a company's stock by 
fundamental techniques. 
A non-quantitative statement of the 
random walk theory is given by Eugene F. Fama 
[3,p.56]. "Random walk theorists usually start 
from the premise that the major securities 
exchanges are good examples of "efficient" 
markets. An "efficient" market is defined 
as a market where there are large numbers of 
rational, profit-maximizers actively competing, 
with each trying to predict future market 
values of individual securities, and where 
important current information is almost freely 
available to all participants . 
... in an efficient market at any point 
in time the actual price of a security will 
be a good estimate of its intrinsic value. 
Now in an uncertain world the intrinsic 
value of a security can never be determined 
exactly. Thus there is always room for dis-
agreement among market participants concerning 
just what the intrinsic value of an individual 
security is, and such disagreement will give 
rise to discrepancies between actual prices 
and intrinsic values. If the discrepancies 
between actual prices and intrinsic values 
are systematic rather than random in nature, 
then knowledge of this should help intelligent 
market participants to better predict the 
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path by which actual prices will move towards 
intrinsic values. When the many intelligent 
traders attempt to take advantage of this 
knowledge, however, they will tend to neutralize 
such systematic behavior in price series ... 
In an efficient market, on the average, 
competition will cause the full effects of 
new information on intrinsic values to be re-
flected "instantaneously" in actual prices . 
... the "instantaneous adjustment" property 
of an efficient market implies that successive 
price changes in individual securities will 
be independent. A market where successive 
price changes in individual securities are 
independent is, by definition, a random walk 
market. Most simply the theory of random 
walk implies that a series of stock price changes 
has no memory ... the past history of the 
series cannot be used to predict the future 
in any meaningful way." 
Technical analysis is based on the assumption that 
market prices move toward their intrinsic values in a 
slower than instantaneous process. Hence the study of 
price patterns and trends should aid in price forecasting. 
For technical analysis to be of value, information 
effecting stock market prices must be gradually disseminated 
to the market investors. This would cause the stock 
prices to move toward the intrinsic value at a slow pace 
producing patterns and trends. On the other hand, an 
instantaneous adjustment from actual price to intrinsic 
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value would result in technical analysis being useless. 
Extraordinary profits could only be made by an insider 
or an investor with superior knowledge not generally 
known to the trading public. 
There have been a number of methods used to test 
the random walk model or random characteristics of the 
stock market. The most popular test has been the measure-
ment of serial correlation coefficients, and over the 
past decade conflicting results have been reported by many 
different investigators. Serial correlation studies 
measure statistically the relationship between successive 
security price changes. 
A second test is known as run testing. A run is 
said to be in effect as long as successive price changes 
are of the same sign. The random walk model is then 
tested by comparing mathematically determined expected 
run length and observed run length. 
A third and least frequently used technique to 
test the random character of the stock is the simulation 
of technical trading rules. 
The method is well stated by Donald M. 
Simmons [4,p.848]. "One necessary consequence 
of the random-walk model is that knowledge 
of all previous history of the price sequence 
cannot be used to increase the expected profit 
of any type of speculative investment. This 
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pragmatic principle implies that a wide variety 
of technical trading rules can be employed 
as tests of the random-walk hypothesis: if 
any of them could consistently produce signif-
icant profits [or losses], then the hypothesis 
would have to be rejected." 
The profits produced by the technical trading rules 
are compared to profits resulting from a random selection 
or a buy and hold policy in order to measure the validity 
of the technical strategy used. Hence, a simulation 
model is developed to carry out the technical trading 
rules for a given period of time and the results are 
compared to that predicted by the random walk model. 
This third type of test will be used in this study 
to test the random walk hypothesis. Hence, empirical 
evidence will be present to either support or refute 
the random walk hypothesis and at the same time argue 
the virtues of technical analysis. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In 1900 Louis Bachelier developed, in his doctoral 
dissertation, a mathematical theory of speculative prices 
based on the assumption that first differences of closing 
prices were mutually independent. His paper can be found 
in Cootner's collection [1]. Bachelier proposed the 
first random walk model. That is, he hypothesized that 
speculative prices have independent increments which are 
normally distributed, random variables with zero mean 
and finite variance. The theory was tested against the 
French government bond market of the time and corresponded 
very closely to actual price movement. 
Bachelier's work has been scorned for its lack of 
rigor in both mathematics and economics. B. Mandelbrot 
has raised serious questions concerning the validity of 
assuming finite variance [5]. Bachelier ignored the 
problem imposed by a stock or bond price not being able 
to fall below zero but at the same time being unbounded 
from above. M. F. M. Osborne [6] and Sidney S. Alexander[?] 
have dealt with this problem. 
Bachelier's work received relatively little academic 
attention until after 1930. Economists, mathematicians 
and statisticians who were interested in the analysis 
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of time series began to study stock market price sequences 
and revitalize the random walk theory. 
A noteworthy paper was published by M. G. Kendall 
in 1953 [8]. Kendall hypothesized that an economic 
time series is generated by two sets of forces. One 
set of forces produced the major trends whereas a second 
set of forces produce the minor fluctuations along the 
major trends. Kendall was interested in removing the 
major trends and studying the short-term movements or 
minor fluctuations. 
For stock market averages Kendall [8,p.ll] 
stated " ... the random changes from one 
term to the next are so large as to swamp any 
systematic effect which may be present. The 
data behave almost like wandering series . 
... analysis of stock-exchange movements 
revealed little serial correlation within 
series and little lag correlation between 
series. Unless individual stocks behave 
differently from the average of similar stocks, 
there is no hope of being able to predict 
movements on the exchange for a week ahead 
without extraneous information." 
Also Kendall concluded, as did Bachelier, that first 
differences of prices were independent and follow a 
normal distribution with zero mean and finite variance. 
Kendall failed to consider the possibility that 
price changes might be dependent but not correlated. 
This situation could arise in the case of a nonlinear 
relationship or when the distribution is non-normal. 
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This point is stated by Eugene F. Fama 
[3,p.57] a statistatician "We should emphasize 
that ... although the statistical techniques 
... have been the common tools used in testing 
independence, the chartist or technical theorist 
probably would not consider them adequate. 
For example, he would not consider either 
serial correlations or runs analyses as adequate 
tests of whether the past history of series 
of prices changes can be used to increase the 
investor's expected profits. The simple linear 
relationships that underlie the serial corre-
lation model are much too unsophisticated to 
pick up the complicated "patterns" that the 
chartists sees in stock prices." 
Kendall's analysis dealt with weekly and monthly 
average prices over short periods of time as opposed to 
daily individual stock prices over long periods of time. 
Short periods of time enabled Kendall to avoid the 
complications imposed by stock prices being bound below 
by zero and unbounded above. A. Moore points out a 
difference in the behavior of stock averages and individual 
stocks [9] for an individual stock. 
Osborne, in 1959, proposed the idea that stock market 
traders are interested in proportionate changes in stock 
value rather than in absolute dollar value [6]. This 
can be observed by glancing at daily stock price quotes. 
The price changes in higher-priced securities are of 
greater magnitude than those of lower-priced securities. 
Hence, Osborne hypothesized that successive differences 
of the natural logarithm of prices are independent and 
normally distributed with mean zero. All the properties 
of Bachelier's model were retained except that prices 
are replaced by the natural logarithm of prices. 
The natural logarithm of prices enabled Osborne to 
avoid the theoretical possibility of negative prices, 
which was associated with early versions of the random 
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walk model. He also tested his proposed model on individual 
stocks as opposed to price indexes. Osborne concluded 
that changes in the logarithm of prices appeared to be 
a near normal distribution which may be a consequence of 
many independent random variables contributing to the 
changes in values. That is, the central limit theorem 
may apply to the changes in stock market prices. A 
large number of independent variables determine a given 
stock price sequence. 
A. Moore, in his Ph.D. dissertation, supported the 
conclusions of Kendall and Osborne [10]. He randomly 
selected a sample of individual stocks and preformed 
run tests and calculated serial correlation coefficients. 
Uniformly small correlation coefficients and run tests 
supported independence, and he concluded that successive 
first differences of prices approximated a log-normal 
distribution. Moore did note that more large price changes 
were observed than would have been expected from the 
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log-normal hypothesis. 
In comparing individual stock price to market averages, 
Moore found a significant difference in serial correlation 
coefficients. For weekly observations, individual stock 
price sequences have uniformly small and negative coeffi-
cients, whereas averages have uniformly small but positive 
coefficients. Moore never completely explained this 
difference, but he has pointed out that the two sequences 
may behave differently. 
It should be noted that run testing, as well as 
serial correlation, has been criticized as being too 
rigorous for testing independence in price sequences. 
Eugene F. Fama [3,p.57] states " 
run tests are much too rigid in their manner 
of determining the duration of upward and 
downward movements in prices. In particular: 
in runs testing, a run is considered as terminated 
whenever there is a change in sign in the 
sequence of successive price changes, regardless 
of the size of the price change that causes 
the change in sign. The chartist would like 
to have more sophisticated methods for identifying 
movements, a method which does not always 
predict the termination of the movement simply 
because the price level has temporarily changed 
direction." 
Most of the research following Moore's work stresses 
the deviation of stock prices from the random walk theory. 
Two such studies by Sidney Alexander [7] and Paul Cootner [11] 
utilize models of actual security trading tactics. 
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Alexander was the first to use a test for nonlinear 
dependence in stock prices. He applied a security trading 
tactic to indexes of stock prices, recorded the results 
and compared the results to a buy and hold procedure. 
Alexander [7,p.22-26] described his model 
as follows: "Suppose we tentatively assume the 
existence of trends in stock market prices but 
believe them to be masked by the jiggling of 
the market. We might filter out all movements 
smaller than a specified size and examine the 
remaining movements. The most vivid way to 
illustrate the operation of the filter is 
to translate it into a rule of speculative 
market action. Thus, corresponding to a 5% 
filter, we might have the rule: if the market 
moves up 5% go long and stay long until it moves 
down 5% at which time sell and go short until 
it again moves up 5%. Ignore moves of less 
than 5% .•. 
The many statistical studies which have 
found speculative prices to resemble a random 
walk have dealt with changes over uniform 
periods of time. The filter operation, however; 
deals with changes of given magnitude irrespec-
tive of the length of time involved. In short, 
it substitutes the dimension of the "move" 
for the dimension of time." 
Alexander observed that, if stock prices follow a 
random walk then no trading strategy depending on past 
history of stock prices could produce a profit. The 
filter technique he tried produced substantial profits 
when applied to daily closing prices of the industrial 
averages on the New York Exchange, the Dow Jones Indus-
trials from 1897 to 1929, and Standard & Poor's Industrials 
from 1929 to 1959. 
Unfortunately, the results of Alexander's study 
were distorted by a procedural error. This error is 
corrected by Alexander in a second paper 112]. Using 
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the same trading technique, he arrived at some interesting 
conclusions. Ignoring brokerage commissions, a few 
filters produced profits which were greater than what a 
buy and hold strategy would have produced. Therefore, 
Alexander concluded that evidence runs against the hypoth-
esis that stock prices follow a random walk. 
It should be pointed out that several studies using 
Alexander's filter technique on individual stock prices 
have been made. Stephen R. Helpern and Sidney Levine 
Il,p.l90] conducted two such studies and were unable to 
achieve results similar to those of Alexander. Again 
this raises the question: Do individual stocks behave 
as the market averages behave? Individual stock prices 
may follow a random walk much more closely than market 
averages or vice versa. 
Paul Cootner continued Alexander's work by testing 
several trading strategies using moving trend lines [11]. 
The moving average strategy when applied to weekly 
observations on individual stocks produced superior 
profits ignoring trading costs. If trading commissions 
were considered, the buy and hold strategy was again 
superior. Cootner's results, like Alexander's, suggest 
that there are some nonrandom characteristics in stock 
market price sequences. 
M. F. M. Osborne, in his second paper, analyzes 
some nonrandom characteristics in the stock market or 
deviations of stock prices from the random walk model. 
He finds that buyers and sellers tend to prefer certain 
stock price ranges to others, and that a stock's volume 
over a given time interval is approximately 1.5 times 
the number of transactions over the same period. More 
importantly, Osborne finds that there is a definite 
relationship between a stock's volume and price. 
Osborne [13,p.360] states that: " 
volume represents interest or attention to 
stocks, and that prices tend to move under 
the impact of this interest." 
Charles C. Ying employed both analyses of variance 
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and spectral analysis to investigate relationships between 
volume and price. Ying [14,p.676] states that empirical 
testing supports the following statements: 
(1) A small volume is usually accompanied 
by a fall in price. 
(2) A large volume is usually accompanied 
by a rise in price. 
(3) A large increase in volume is usually 
accompanied by either a large rise in price 
or a large fall in price. 
(4) A large volume is usually followed by a 
rise in price. 
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(5) If the volume has been decreasing consecu-
tively for a period of five trading days, then 
there will be a tendency for the price to 
fall over the next four trading days. 
(6) If the volume has been increasing consecu-
tively for a period of five trading days, then 
there will be a tendency for the price to rise 
over the next four trading days. 
Ying's findings were based upon data from January 1957 
to December 1962 on Standard and Poor's 500 composite 
stocks daily closing price indexes and daily volumes of 
stock sales on the New York Stock Exchange. 
Osborne continued his study of nonrandom characteris-
tics in the stock market and in 1967 published a paper in 
which he presents the method of coincident events [15]. 
This method is used to analyze dependencies or relation-
ships between stock market events. The method is best 
illustrated by a non-stock market example due to Osborne 
[15,p.321-323]. 
Suppose we are interested in studying weather, but 
have no knowledge of weather forecasting. Furthermore, 
suppose we have available a mercury barometer which we 
observe daily. Over a two month period we have observed 
that barometric pressure usually drops during stormy 
weather, but it may also drop during fair weather. 
We would like to determine if there is a significant 
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relationship between barometric pressure and unusual 
weather conditions. 
We begin by defining two events: (1) a barometric 
event, B(t), which occurs on day t if the barometric 
pressure is less than 28 inches; (2) a storm event, 
S(t), which occurs on day t if trees are blown down. 
We preceed to observe B(t) and S(t) events for a period 
of one year or 365 days. Suppose that we observe 
N (B) = 4 and N (S) = 5. 0 0 
Now if a B(t) event and a S(t) event occur on the 
same day t, then we denote this by a binary event 
(B(t) ,S(t)). Suppose out of the 365 days, we observe 
N
0
(B(t) ,S(t)) = 2. Is there a significant relationship 
between B and S events? Let us now make a few calculations. 
Assume: (1) B events occur independently of other 
B events; (2) S events occur independently of other S 
events; (3) B and S events occur independently of each 
other; (4) B and S events are time independent. With 
these four assumptions an estimate for the probability 
of a B event is P(B) = 4/365 and for an S event, it is 
P(S) = 5/365. Hence, the theoretical number of binary 
events of the form (B(t) ,S(t)) is Nt = 365(4/365) (5/365) 
= 0.055. 
The probability of observing two or more (B(t) ,S(t)) 
coincidences under the four assumptions above is g1ven 
approximately by the Poisson distribution with\ = 0.055 
(see Appendix A). Therefore, 
00 
0.055) = L 
k=2 
0.0015 
Hence, we can conclude at a significance level of 0.0015 
that B(t) and S(t) events are not independent. 
The method of coincident events can be extended to 
triple or more coincidences. Likewise we can consider 
delayed coincidence to study forecasting methods. 
Osborne defined several events 1n the price and 
volume sequences of stocks. By use of the method of 
coincident events and the defined events, relationships 
between volume and price sequences were studied. Also, 
trading folklore statements were transformed into coin-
cidences between events. Osborne concluded, with some 
reservations, that the volume sequence leads the price 
sequence and that the folklore statements hold better 
at price minima than price maxima, better in individual 
stocks than an average, and better for intervals of a 
day or week, than for intervals of a month. 
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Osborne's conclusions were based upon daily obser-
vations of Magnayox from 2/28/59 to 11/25/60 and of 
Dow Jones Industrial Average with total market volume 
from 1/2/61 to 12/1/61, weekly observations of United 
Airline from 7/55 to 12/49 and of Dow Jones Industrial 
Average with Dow Jones Industrial Average volume from 
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7/55 to 6/64, and monthly observations of Johns-Manville 
from 7/45 to 3/62. For Osborne's results to be confirmed, 
a more detailed investigation needs to be made for a 
large selection of stocks over longer time periods. 
Osborne and Ying's finding that volume is related to 
price may be disheartening to some proponents of the 
random walk theory. Although more investigation is required, 
tentative findings indicate that volume tends to move 
prices. This result is important in evaluating technical 
analysis. A number of technical trading strategies, in 
particular, Dow Theory, use volume to forecast stock 
price movement. If indeed there is a dependence between 
volume and price, then technical analyses and past history 
may be of some use to stock investors. 
Several papers have been published which report 
investigations on technical trading strategies; Alexander's 
papers [7,12] and Cootner's paper [11], previously discussed, 
were such papers. References 16 through 20 contain 
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results of extensive studies on mechanical trading rules 
based upon past prices. Fama and Blume [16] tested various 
filter techniques similar to Alexander's and found them 
less profitable than a buy and hold strategy. Levy [17] 
developed a trading method whereby his portfolio would 
be composed of both stocks and bonds and the stock 
portion would be increased (decreased) as the market became 
stronger (weaker). Levy claims to have disproven the 
random walk theory, because even after commissions, his 
profits were superior to a buy and hold policy. Unfor-
tunately, certain biases in Levy's work, pointed out 
by Jensen [18], detracted from the validity of Levy's 
conclusions. Van Horne and Parker [19) studied moving-
average trading rules calculated for 100, 150 and 200 
days. They concluded that none proved profitable when 
compared with a buy and hold strategy on either a gross 
or net basis. Seelinfreund, Parker and Van Horne [20] 
analyzed a trading strategy which attempted to recognize 
changes in intrinsic value by fitting a second-degree 
polynomial to each price series investigated. The coef-
ficients of the polynomial were updated daily by adaptive 
exponential smoothing. The trading rules tested were 
again less profitable than buy and hold. 
The above discussed papers have tested the random 
walk theory by the use of two methods. The first method 
of testing has involved statistical tests of series of 
prices over time. The results from these tests have 
been in support of the random walk hypothesis. 
The second method of testing involves the use of 
various mechanical trading rules based on past prices. 
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As Alexander [7] noted, if stock price changes are 
independent or follow a random walk, then no mechanical 
trading rules based on past prices should produce a profit. 
The results of those investigations using this second 
method are mixed. Although certain trading rules seem to 
be profitable on a gross basis, they are not profitable 
when transaction costs and certain biases are considered. 
In other words, the random walk hypothesis has not been 
rejected by this method. 
Statistical testing of price series over time and 
mechanical trading rules that simulate technical trading 
rules are not entirely consistent, but they tend to support 
a narrow interpretation of the random walk hypothesis. 
That is, they support the view that future prices cannot 
be predicted from information about past prices. The 
tests say very little about the complete form of the 
random walk hypothesis which states that present stock 
prices reflect all readily available past and present 
information. 
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George E. Pinches [21] and Fischer Black [22] have 
noted in recent articles that the random walk theory 
implies that investors should not be able to forecast 
future price movements from any past information generally 
known to the public. That is, future price changes are 
not only independent of past price changes but also inde-
pendent of such factors as volume of sales, short interest, 
odd-lot sales, and stock advances and declines. Very 
little research has been reported which tests the random 
walk theory by using trading rules based on technical 
indicators as listed above. 
The investigation into the validity of the complete 
form of the random walk hypothesis is endless. A number 
of technical indicators or trading rules must be tested 
and compared with a buy and hold policy. One small 
aspect of technical analysis cannot be found lacking, 
and therefore imply the random walk hypothesis true and 
all technical analysis invalid. 
The purpose of this investigation is to find non-
random characteristics in stock market sequences and to 
produce a mathematical model of stock market prices. The 
method of coincident events, correlation coefficients, and 
lag analysis will be used to investigate nonrandom character-
istics. Various price sequences are examined sequentially 
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in time in contrast to statistical methods which consider 
the whole sequence at once. Nonrandom behaviors in price 
are found which aid in the development of a mathematical 
model. 
A regression model with volume and a stock average 
as independent variables is used to represent stock market 
price sequences. This in turn lends to the calculation 
of a stock strength indicator. The stock strength indicator 
reflects the differences between actual and forecasted 
prices, thereby becoming a buy or sell signal. The model 
is applied to daily price data and the results compared 
to results predicted by the random walk theory. 
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DATA FILE 
The raw data for this study consists of the daily 
closing prices and volumes of the thirty Dow Jones 
Industrial stocks and Dow Jones Industrial Averages for 
the 2920-daily periods, beginning December 31, 1959 and 
ending October 11, 1971. This particular time period 
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was chosen for the practical reason that it was the most 
recent and most lengthy period for which data was readily 
available. The list of all stocks and their abbreviations 
is given in Table 1. 
All data was taken from The Wall Street Journal. 
Adjustments were made for splits and stock dividends 
in the usual manner. All prices prior to the split or 
stock dividend date were divided by an adjustment factor 
based upon the ratio of the number of shares outstanding 
immediately after the split or stock dividend to the 
number of shares outstanding immediately before the split. 
The volume was likewise multiplied by the appropriate 
factor. 
TABLE 1 
ALPHABETICAL LIST OF STOCKS 
1. Allied Chemical Corporation (ACD) 
2. Aluminum Co. of America (AA) 
3. American Brand Company (AMB) 
4. American Can Company (AC) 
5. American Telephone and Telegraph Company (T) 
6. Anaconda Company (A) 
7. Bethlehem Steel Corporation (BS) 
8. Chrysler Corporation (C) 
9. DuPont de Nemours (E.I.) (DD) 
10. Eastman Kodak Company (EK) 
11. General Electric Company (GE) 
12. General Foods Corporation (GF) 
13. General Motors Corporation (GM) 
14. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company (GT) 
15. International Harvester Company (HR) 
16. International Nickel Company of Canada, Ltd. (N) 
17. International Paper Company (IP) 
18. Johns-Manville Corporation (JM) 
19. Owens-Illinois Inc. (OI) 
20. Procter & Gamble Company (PG) 
21. Sears, Roebuck and Company (S) 
22. Standard Oil Company of California (SD} 
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TABLE 1 Continued 
23. Standard Oil Company of New Jersey (J) 
24. Swift & Company (SWX) 
25. Texaco, Inc. (TX) 
26. Union Carbide Corporation (UK) 
27. United Aircraft Corporation (UA) 
28. United States Steel Corporation (X) 
29. Westinghouse Electric Corporation (WX) 
30. Woolworth (F.W.) Company (Z) 
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VI. QUANTITATIVE TESTS FOR INDIVIDUAL STOCK PRICE STRUCTURE 
It is the purpose of this chapter to test for indi-
vidual stock price structure by examining the thirty Dow 
Jones Industrial stocks. Certain events will be defined 
in stock market price, and volume sequences and trading 
folklore will be examined by using the method of coincident 
events. We are essentially extending Osborne's work 
by considering more data and arriving at more definite 
conclusions [15]. 
There are a number of points which must be kept in 
mind when defining events, such that the method of coin-
cident events may be used to examine relationships. 
First, the data must be expressed as a discrete sequence 
of trials. Second, the events must be defined such 
that one event of a given type unambiguously did or did 
not occur just once in each trial. Lastly, the events 
must be defined so that the number of events observed 
is small in comparison to the number of trials. According 
to Osborne [15,p.323], the relative frequency should 
be approximately 0.10 or less. 
Suppose we have defined two events, A and B, in 
accordance with the above points. Let us assume the 
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following: (1) A events occur independently of other 
A events; (2) B events occur independently of other B 
events; (3) A and B events are independent of each other; 
(4) A and B events are time independent. Then the 
significance probability of actually observing a given 
number or more coincidences of events A and B under the 
null hypothesis using the four assumptions above is given 
approximately by the Poisson distribution. Appendix A 
contains a derivation of this approximation. 
Let us now define stock market events in an unambi-
guous way. We will consider two types of sequences, 
closing prices P(t) and volumes V(t), for the thirty 
Dow Jones Industrials. Throughout the definitions, let 
t represent a given day and T represent a given time 
interval of one, five or twenty days. 
A superior event (S) occurs on a day t if 
P(t-T) + 8 %P(t) < P(t) and P(t+T) + 8 %P(t) < P(t). 
1 1 
That is, an S event occurs on day t if the preceding and 
following price observations for the particular stock 
plus a 8 per cent of the price on day t is less than the 
1 
price on day t. An S event signifies a relative maximum 
in the price sequence. 
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An inferior event (I) occurs on a day t if 
P(t) + o %P(t) < P(t+T) and P(t) + o %P(t) < P(t-T). 
1 1 
Hence, an I event is defined similarly to an s event, 
but occurs at a relative minimum. 
A volume event (V) occurs on a day t when the 
volume is larger than the three preceding relative 
maximums. Notice that V events can occur one after 
another, with the last in a sequence being a relative 
maximum. A V event indicates relatively large volume 
on a given day. 
An !~PI event occurs on a day t if 
I~P(t) I = IP(t)- P(t-T>I > 0 %P(t). 
2 
That is, the absolute difference in closing prices on 
day t and day t-T is greater than o per cent of the 
2 
closing price of day t. An !~PI event implies a large 
move up or down in T days. 
2 
An 1~ PI event occurs on days t-T and t if 
jl'lP(t) - L'lP(t-T) I > 0 %P(t). 
3 
It is considered to occur on the last two observation 
days of the three consecutive prices needed to generate 
the event. An j6 2 Pj event implies a large dispersion 
in the sequence of 6Ps. 
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The above five events are defined as Osborne defines 
them except for slight changes inS, I, and V events [15]. 
Osborne used the sequence of high prices to define S events 
and the sequence of low prices to define I events. V 
events were defined using only the two preceding relative 
maximums. The o , o , and o per cents used in defining 
1 2 3 
I, S, jl'lPj, and j6 2 Pj events are chosen such that the 
events occur infrequently compared to the total number 
of trials. 
It should be observed that the five types of events 
can be divided into three groups, and within each group the 
events are certainly not independent of each other. The 
groups are: (1) I and S events; (2) V events; (3) j6Pj 
and jl'l 2 Pj events. By definition, I and S events avoid 
coincidence and j6Pj and j6 2 Pj tend to coincide. Volume 
events tend to cluster, since large volume tends to follow 
large volume [13]. Therefore, coincidences of the type 
(V(t-T) ,V(t)) will appear more frequently than if V events 
occurred independently of each other. 
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There are three folklore statements which we propose to 
examine using the five event types defined. Binary events 
will be formed where the two members are drawn from the dif-
ferent groups above; say a <I~P(t) I ,V(t)} or a (V(t),S(t)), 
such that they describe the folklore statements being 
considered. The three folklore statements are: 
1. "It takes volume to make prices move." In terms of 
our defined events, "move" would mean a large motion up or 
down in one time period or two successive time periods. That 
2 
is, a I~PI or a 1~ PI event. Volume would imply a V event. 
Hence, if the folklore statement is true, we would observe 
more binary coincidences of the type 
2 
< 1 ~p < t > I , v < t > > and < I ~ P c t > I , v c t > > 
than if the null hypothesis and the V events occur indepen-
2 
dently of I~PI and 1~ PI events were true. 
2. "Important moves tend to end on large volume, or 
climactically." "Large volume" would imply a V event. 
2 
"Climactically" could mean a I~PI or 1~ PI, large up or 
down motion in one time period or two successive time periods. 
"Important" and "tend to end" would suggest an I or S event, 
a reversal of direction. Therefore, to examine this folklore 
statement, we could observe binary coincidences of the types: 
2 
(I(t},V(t}}, (I(t},I~P(t}l}, (I(t},l~ P(t)l), (S(T),V(t)), 
2 
(S(t),,~P(t)l), (S(t),l~ P(t)l). 
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3. "The volume sequence leads the price sequence." 
To examine this statement, we must consider delayed binary 
coincidences of the form (V(t-T) ,S(t)) and (V(t-T),I(t)). 
A dependence between these events would indicate that the 
statement is true. If the statement is true we would also 
expect a deficiency in delayed coincidences of the form 
(S(t-T),V(t)) and (I(t-T),V(t)). 
The thirty Dow Jones Industrial stocks were examined to 
determine if the above folklore statements appeared to be 
true. Observations were taken at one, five and twenty day 
time intervals. The one day observations consisted of 600 
intervals starting 4/01/69, five day observations consisted 
of 584 intervals starting 12/31/59, and twenty day observa-
tions consisted of 146 intervals starting 12/31/59. 
Tables 5 through 20 give the resulting observations 
based upon the criterions present in Tables 2, 3, and 4. 
The identifications of the events were made by the use of 
a computer program. The program automatically examines 
observations for the occurrence of an event only after the 
necessary observations are available to define the event. 
The criterions correspond to o , o and 03 of the event 
1 2 
definions and were selected by the computer program such 
that the observed number of events would be small in 
comparison to the number of trials. 
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Appendix B gives the results of observing triple 
coincidences involving I and S. Significance probability 
was computed as compound binary events [15,p.336]. 
Table 5 shows that there is an excess number of 
2 
binary coincidence of the type <I~P(t) 1,1~ P(t) I) for the 
time intervals observed. In almost every case, the excess 
is statistically significant at the 5% level. This 
observation was expected from the definition of the events. 
In Tables 6 through 20 the observations are combined 
and the fact that the sum of independent Poisson variables 
is a Poisson variable is used to reach a significant 
conclusion. It must be pointed out that not all columns 
summed are independent, but nevertheless the calculations 
and conclusions are made with this error in mind. 
Tables 6, 7 and 8 check the folklore statement 
"It takes volume to make prices move." The observation 
indicates that there is a definite relationship between 
an I~PI event and a V event for a one to five day time 
interval. Likewise, there is evidence of a dependence 
2 
between an 1~ PI event and a V event for a one day time 
interval. Hence, we can conclude that there is evidence 
that volume moves prices for short intervals of time. 
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Tables 9 through 14 present evidence that important 
moves tend to end climactically but not necessarily on 
large volume. It should be pointed out that this holds 
better for short time intervals, one to five day, than 
for longer intervals and better for minima than maxima. 
Tables 15 through 20 indicate that there is very 
little evidence to support the folklore statement that 
"The volume sequence leads the price sequence," but there 
is some. In analyzing the observation recorded for delayed 
volume events with superior and inferior events, there 
is usually an excess number, particularly for one and 
five day intervals. But delayed superior and inferior 
events with volume events shows a deficiency in the number 
observed. Hence, there is some evidence to support the 
folklore statement but not a significant amount. 
We can conclude that there does exist a relation-
ship between the volume sequence and the price sequence 
of an individual stock. Folklore appears to hold better 
for short periods of time, one to five days, than for 
longer periods, better at minimums than maximums. Hence, 
we would expect any type of price forecasting model to 
include stock volume as an independent variable. Also, 
we would expect to have more success in finding relative 
minimums than relative maximums. 
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TABLE 2 
NUMBER AND CRITERION FOR SINGLE EVENTS ON ONE DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No.of C No.of C No.of C No.of c No. 
iL'lPi I62PI I s of V 
ACD 49 3.2 49 5.7 48 1.5 37 1.5 96 
AA 41 3.0 40 4. 8 35 .75 41 .75 87 
AMB 36 2.5 36 4.1 46 . 70 35 .70 90 
AC 46 2.6 41 4.5 35 .70 38 .70 84 
T 42 2.0 38 3.0 33 .65 20 .65 86 
A 47 3.5 49 4.9 47 . 85 59 .85 92 
BS 35 3.2 49 5.1 47 .75 49 .75 88 
c 47 4.6 47 7.8 38 1.5 34 1.5 88 
DD 33 2.4 35 4.0 36 .70 33 .70 89 
EK 38 2.8 33 4.5 42 .70 44 .70 93 
GE 35 2.5 49 3.6 33 .70 38 • 70 80 
GF 33 2.3 22 3.8 31 .65 38 .65 83 
GM 31 2.6 31 4.3 32 .70 31 • 70 84 
GT 47 3.0 47 4.9 49 .95 48 .95 83 
HR 41 3.0 48 4.8 47 .75 49 .75 85 
N 38 3.0 36 4.8 36 .75 41 .75 81 
IP 47 3.0 31 4. 8 46 .75 37 .75 84 
JM 49 3.3 47 5.6 47 .90 49 .90 84 
OI 31 3.0 34 4.8 33 .70 45 .70 92 
PG 33 2.7 32 4.4 37 .65 35 .65 85 
s 34 2.4 24 3.8 31 .55 41 .55 99 
SD 33 2.5 31 4.0 35 .65 37 .65 81 
J 34 2.4 26 3.8 32 .60 43 .60 86 
swx 47 3.5 45 5.4 45 .75 54 .75 83 
TX 38 3.0 35 4.5 48 .80 39 .80 87 
UK 31 2.7 32 4.1 34 .65 35 .65 85 
UA 40 4.5 49 6.5 48 .90 49 .90 81 
X 36 3.0 37 4. 8 49 .75 40 .75 85 
wx 35 2.8 32 4.3 34 .75 26 .75 71 
z 49 3.2 47 4.9 48 .80 41 .80 91 
Note: C = Criterion, Number of Intervals = 600 
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TABLE 3 
NUMBER AND CRITERION FOR SINGLE EVENTS ON FIVE DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No. of c No.of c No.of c No.of c No. 
I6PI I62PI I s of v 
ACD 20 7.5 54 10.0 56 1.6 56 1.6 87 
AA 26 7.5 47 11.0 56 2.2 40 2.2 80 
AMB 18 7.1 21 11.0 34 1.8 38 1.8 85 
AC 16 6.9 17 11.0 37 1.8 34 1.8 74 
T 36 4.5 28 8.0 20 1.8 32 1.8 79 
A 34 7.5 49 11.4 51 2.0 46 2.0 79 
BS 16 7.5 32 11.0 44 1.8 56 1.8 84 
c 52 8.0 54 13.0 51 2.3 55 2.3 78 
DD 17 5.7 16 9.4 26 1.8 29 1.8 83 
EK 16 6.5 16 11.0 38 1.8 29 1.8 91 
GE 16 6.9 17 10.4 41 1.8 38 1.8 78 
GF 16 6.1 19 9.8 40 1.8 35 1.8 80 
GM 17 5.9 20 11.0 38 1.8 34 1.8 84 
GT 22 7.5 37 11.0 53 1.8 60 1.8 88 
HR 19 7.1 28 11.0 50 1.8 52 1.8 73 
N 17 6.3 17 10.6 33 1.8 25 1.8 85 
IP 20 7.5 42 11.0 49 1.8 53 1.8 93 
JM 24 7.5 34 11.0 56 1.8 39 1.8 75 
or 20 7.5 30 11.0 29 1.8 27 1.8 75 
PG 17 6.3 18 9. 2 25 1.8 21 1.8 86 
s 16 6.5 17 9. 6 30 1.8 32 1.8 71 
SD 17 5.9 17 10.0 28 1.8 35 1.8 83 
J 18 5.5 17 10.0 31 1.8 29 1.8 86 
swx 34 7.5 51 11.0 54 1.8 49 1.8 83 
TX 16 6.1 16 10.6 27 1.8 34 1.8 90 
UK 19 5.9 17 11.0 31 1.8 30 1.8 81 
UA 55 7.5 57 12.6 57 2.4 49 2.4 73 
X 18 7.1 25 11.0 42 1.8 51 1.8 85 
wx 23 7.5 34 11.0 53 1.8 45 1.8 79 
z 37 7.5 52 11.0 46 1.8 53 1.8 72 
Note: C = Criterion, Number of Intervals = 584 
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TABLE 4 
NUMBER AND CRITERION FOR SINGLE EVENTS ON TWENTY DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No. of c No.of c No.of c No.of c No. 
ILPI IL2PI I s of V 
ACD 6 13.0 6 23.0 10 4.5 8 4.5 19 
AA 11 13.0 6 23.0 12 4.5 10 4.5 18 
AMB 7 12.0 6 17.6 7 4.0 8 4.0 20 
AC 11 10.2 6 18.0 6 3.7 8 3.7 17 
T 7 9.0 6 12.2 7 3.1 22 3.1 22 
A 13 13.0 10 23.0 14 5.3 5 5.3 20 
BS 6 11.2 6 21.2 10 4.5 5 4.5 22 
c 15 15.0 13 23.4 6 4.5 9 4.5 23 
DD 6 9.6 6 18.6 6 3.2 11 3.2 13 
EK 11 10.0 13 14.2 11 3.5 7 3.5 22 
GE 14 10.0 12 14.2 11 4.0 6 4.0 26 
GF 7 11.0 13 14.8 6 4.0 12 4.0 19 
GM 7 10.0 14 14.0 8 2.5 12 2.5 19 
GT 14 10.2 14 20.0 9 4.5 8 4.5 21 
HR 12 10.0 13 15.6 7 4.5 7 4.5 20 
N 12 10.0 9 18.0 12 3.5 10 3.5 18 
IP 12 12.0 8 20.0 14 3.9 14 3.9 23 
JM 12 10.2 7 17.6 8 3.5 8 3.5 19 
or 13 11.0 14 20.0 13 3.5 14 3.5 19 
PG 9 10.0 13 14.2 8 3.5 6 3.5 25 
s 9 10.0 8 18.0 8 3.5 6 3.5 21 
SD 9 10.0 13 15.2 9 3.5 11 3.5 27 
J 6 9.4 11 14.0 6 3.5 7 3.5 20 
swx 13 11.0 11 20.0 14 3.9 12 3.9 24 
TX 8 10.0 14 15.2 13 3.5 9 3.5 21 
UK 6 10.0 7 14.0 8 3.5 6 3.5 24 
UA 13 16.0 13 23.8 14 4.5 10 4.5 19 
X 8 10.0 13 15.4 12 3.5 8 3.5 22 
wx 14 10.6 13 15.4 10 3.3 10 3.3 21 
z 10 12.0 10 20.0 9 3.5 9 3.5 25 
Note: c = Criterion, Number of Intervals = 146 
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TABLE 5 
BINARY COINCIDENCES EXPECTED FROM DEFINITIONS OF EVENTS 
1-DAY 5-DAY 20-DAY 
STOCK No. of No. of No. of 
(IL'lPI ,IL'l 2 PI) (IL'lPI ,IL'l 2 PI> ( I L'lP I I I 6 2 pI ) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 
ACD 22* 4.00 11* 1.85 3* 0.25 
AA 19* 2.73 14* 2.09 1 0.45 
AMB 18* 2.16 9* 0.65 2* 0.29 
AC 20* 3.14 8* 0.47 2 0.45 
T 15* 2.66 13* 1.73 2* 0.29 
A 25* 3.84 19* 2.85 4* 0.89 
BS 25* 2.86 11* 0.88 2* 0.25 
c 28* 3.68 24* 4.81 5* 1.34 
DD 16* 1.92 6* 0.47 2* 0.25 
EK 18* 2.09 8* 0.44 6* 0.98 
GE 16* 2.86 8* 0.47 3 1.15 
GF 9* 1.21 8* 0.52 4* 0.62 
GM 15* 1.60 8* 0.58 2 0.67 
GT 22* 3.68 14* 1.39 7* 1.34 
HR 20* 3.28 9* 0.91 6* 1.07 
N 17* 2.28 8* 0.49 3* 0.74 
IP 17* 2.43 10* 1.44 4* 0.66 
JM 23* 3.84 13* 1. 40 3* 0.58 
or 16* 1.76 12* 1. 03 7* 1.25 
PG 15* 1.76 7* 0.52 6* 0.80 
s 13* 1.36 8* 0.47 3 0.49 
SD 11* 1.70 8* 0.49 4* 0.80 
J 14* 1.47 8* 0.52 3* 0.45 
swx 22* 3.52 22* 2.97 5* 0.98 
TX 14* 2.22 7* 0.44 4* 0.77 
UK 11* 1.65 9* 0.55 1 0.29 
UA 23* 3.27 27* 5.37 4* 1.16 
X 18* 2.22 10* 0.77 4* 0.71 
wx 13* 1.87 14* 1.34 5* 1.25 
z 21* 3.84 23* 3.29 4* 0.68 
Note: N = Number Observed, Nt = Theoretical Number E~pected 




VOLUME MOVES PRICES ON ONE DAY INTERVALS 
No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK ( I L\P I 'V) ( I L\ 2 p I 'V) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 
ACD 18* 7.84 11* 7.84 29* 15.68 
AA 15* 5.94 13* 5.80 28* 11.74 
AMB 15* 5.40 7 5.40 23* 10.80 
AC 11 6.44 8 5.74 19* 12.18 
T 16* 6.02 8 5.45 24* 11.47 
A 18* 7.21 18* 7.51 36* 14.72 
BS 17* 5.13 17* 7.19 34* 12.32 
c 21* 6.89 14* 6.89 35* 13.75 
DD 11* 4.89 9 5.19 20* 10.08 
EK 15* 5.89 13* 5.11 28* 11.00 
GE 16* 4.67 11 6.53 27* 11.20 
GF 4 4.56 4 3.04 8 7.60 
GM 8 4.34 7 4.34 15* 8.68 
GT 14* 6.50 13* 6.50 27* 13.00 
HR 17* 5.81 12* 6.80 29* 12.61 
N 11* 5.13 10* 4.86 21* 9.99 
IP 17* 6.58 5 4.34 22* 10.92 
JM 14* 6.86 10 6.58 24 13.44 
or 10* 4.75 5 5.21 15 9.96 
PG 10* 4.67 6 4.53 16* 9.20 
s 12* 5.61 5 3.96 17* 9.57 
SD 11* 4.45 10* 4.18 21* 8.63 
J 17* 4.87 13* 3.73 30* 8.60 
swx 15* 6.50 12* 6.22 27* 12.72 
TX 10 5.51 10* 5.07 20* 10.58 
UK 9* 4.39 7 4.53 16* 8.92 
UA 14* 5.40 7 6.61 21* 12.01 
X 15* 5.11 15* 5.24 30* 10.35 
wx 16* 4.14 8* 3.79 24* 7.93 
z 15* 7.43 9 7.13 24* 14.56 




VOLUME MOVES PRICES ON FIVE DAY INTERVALS 
No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK ( lllP I IV) ( Ill 2 p I, V) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 
ACD 9* 2.98 12 8.04 21* 11.02 
AA 9* 3.56 8 6.44 17* 10.00 
AMB 7* 2.62 6 3.06 13* 5.68 
AC 2 2.03 3 2.15 5 4.18 
T 16* 4.87 10* 3.79 26* 8.66 
A 17* 4.60 14* 6.63 31* 11.23 
BS 9* 2.30 7 4.60 16* 6.90 
c 19* 6.95 13* 7.21 32* 14.16 
DD 5 2.42 4 2.27 9* 4.69 
EK 8* 2.49 5 2.49 13* 4.98 
GE 10* 2.14 5 2.27 15* 4.41 
GF 7* 2.19 3 2.60 10* 4.79 
GM 3 2.45 3 2.88 6 5.33 
GT 7 3.32 7 5.58 14 8.90 
HR 6* 2.37 7 3.50 13* 5.87 
N 7* 2.47 2 2.47 9 4.94 
IP 9* 3.18 10 6.69 19* 9.87 
JM 8* 3.08 7 4.37 15* 7.45 
OI 3 2.57 4 3.85 7 6.42 
PG 4 2.50 1 2.65 5 5.15 
s 8* 1.95 3 2.07 11* 4.02 
SD 5 2.42 4 2.42 9 4.84 
J 8* 2.65 4 2.50 12* 5.15 
swx 8 4.83 12 7.25 20* 12.03 
TX 6* 2.47 2 2.47 8 4.94 
UK 7* 2.64 6* 2.36 13* 5.00 
UA 18* 6.87 13* 7.12 31* 13.99 
X 8* 2.62 7 3.64 15* 6.26 
wx 8* 3.11 5 4.60 13* 7.71 
z 15* 4.56 11 6.41 26* 10.97 




VOLUME MOVES PRICES ON TWENTY DAY INTERVALS 
No. of No. of 





































































































































IMPORTANT MOVES TEND TO END ON LARGE VOLUME OR CLI~~CTICALLY 
(MAXIMA, ONE DAY INTERVAL) 
No. of No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK (S,!llPI) (s,IL1 2 PI) (S, V) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 0 
ACD 7 3.02 12* 3.02 7 5.92 26* 11.96 
AA 5 2.80 7* 2.73 8 5.94 20* 11.47 
AMB 2 2.10 5 2.10 7 5.25 14 9.45 
AC 5 2.91 10* 2.60 7 5.32 22* 10.83 
T 2 1.40 6* 1.27 3 2.87 11* 5.54 
A 5 4.62 10* 4.82 8 9.05 23 18.49 
BS 6 2.86 13* 4.00 12 7.19 31* 14.05 
c 8* 2.66 10* 2.66 9 4.99 27* 10.31 
DD 4 1.81 7* 1.92 6 4.89 17* 8.62 
EK 6 2.79 6* 2.42 7 6.82 19 12.03 
GE 5 2.22 10* 3.10 8 5.07 23* 10.39 
GF 4 2.09 7* 1.39 3 5.26 14 8.74 
GM 4 1.60 5* 1.60 5 4.34 14* 7.54 
GT 8* 3.76 10* 3.76 7 6.64 25* 14.16 
HR 3 3.35 7 3.92 5 6.94 15 14.21 
N 6* 2.60 8* 2.46 5 5.53 19* 10.59 
IP 5 2.90 4 1.91 3 5.18 12 9.99 
JM 5 4.00 11* 3.84 11 6.86 27 14.70 
OI 4 2.32 10* 2.55 10 6.90 24 11.77 
PG 5* 1.92 7* 1.87 8 4.96 20 8.75 
s 6* 2.32 8* 1.64 11 6.76 25 10.72 
SD 6* 2.03 10* 1.91 8 4.99 24 8.93 
J 4 2.44 11* 1.86 13* 6.16 28 10.46 
SWX 9* 4.23 9* 4.05 16* 7.47 34 15.75 
TX 3 2.47 10* 2.27 5 5.65 18 10.39 
UK 4 1.81 9* 1.87 7 4.96 20 8.64 
UA 5 3.27 10* 4.00 9 6.61 24 13.88 
X 9* 2.40 11* 2.47 10 5.67 30 10.54 
wx 1 1.52 2 1.39 4 3.08 7 5.99 
z 8* 3.35 10* 3.21 6 6.22 24 12.78 




IMPORTANT MOVES TEND TO END ON LARGE VOLUME OR CLIMACTICALLY 
(MAXIMA, FIVE DAY INTERVAL) 
No. of No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK (s,J6PJ> (s,J6 2 Pi> (S, V) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 0 
ACD 5* 1.92 16* 5.18 14* 8.34 35* 15.44 
AA 4 1.78 9* 3.22 11* 5.48 24* 10.48 
AMB 2 1.17 3 1.37 10 5.53 15* 8.07 
AC 1 0.93 1 0.99 6 4.31 8 6.23 
T 8* 1.97 9* 1.53 9* 4.33 26* 7.83 
A 4 2.68 8* 3.86 8 6.22 20* 12.76 
BS 5* 1.53 10* 3.07 13 8.05 28* 12.65 
c 15* 4.90 14* 5.09 11 7.35 40* 17.34 
DD 3 0.84 5* 0.79 8 4.12 16* 5.75 
EK 2 0.79 3* 0.79 4 4.52 9 6.10 
GE 2 1.04 3 1.11 10* 5.08 15* 7.23 
GF 1 0.96 2 1.14 3 4.79 6 6.89 
GM 7 0.99 5* 1.16 7 4.89 19* 7.04 
GT 4 2.26 10* 3.80 15* 9.04 29* 15.10 
HR 5* 1.69 5 2.49 6 6.50 16 10.68 
N 3* 0.73 3* 0.73 6 3.64 12* 5.10 
IP 3 1.82 7 3.81 14* 8.44 24* 14.07 
JM 6* 1.60 5 2.27 8 5.01 19 8.88 
OI 2 0.92 5* 1.39 3 3.47 10 5.78 
PG 3* 0.61 2 0.65 4 3.09 9* 4.35 
s 2 0.88 2 0.93 4 3.89 8 5.70 
SD 3 1.02 4* 1.02 6 4.97 13* 7.01 
J 5* 0.89 8* 0.84 5 4.27 18* 6.00 
swx 8* 2.85 12* 4.28 14* 6.96 34* 14.09 
TX 3 0.93 4* 0.93 5 5.24 15* 7.10 
UK 5* 0.98 4* 0.87 7 4.16 16* 6.01 
UA 10* 4.61 13* 4.78 12* 6.12 35* 15.51 
X 5* 1.57 8* 2.18 15* 7.42 28* 11.17 
wx 4 1.77 6 2.62 3 6.09 13 10.48 
z 11* 3.36 14* 4.72 7 6.53 32* 14.61 




IMPORTANT MOVES TEND TO END ON LARGE VOLUME OR CLIMACTICALLY (MAXIMA, TWENTY DAY INTERVAL) 
No. of No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK (S,J!1PJ) (s,JL12PJ) ( s IV) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 0 
ACD 2* 0.33 2* 0.33 3 1.04 7* 1.70 
AA 0 0.75 0 0.41 2 1.23 2 3.39 
AMB 1 0.38 2* 0.33 1 1.10 4 1.81 
AC 2 0.60 1 0.33 1 0.93 4 1.86 
T 1 0.38 2* 0.33 2 1. 21 5* 1.92 
A 1 0.45 2* 0.34 1 0.68 4 1.47 
BS 0 0.21 1 0.21 1 0.75 2 1.17 
c 3 0.92 3* 0.80 3 1.42 9* 3.14 
DD 1 0.45 2 0.45 2 0.45 5* 1.35 
EK 1 0.53 1 0.62 0 1.05 2 2.20 
GE 0 0.58 3* 0.49 1 1.07 4 2.14 
GF 0 0.58 3 1.07 4 1.56 7* 3.21 
GM 0 0.58 4* 1.15 2 1.56 6 3.29 
GT 2 0.77 3* 0.77 2 1.15 7 2.69 
HR 1 0.58 3* 0.62 1 0.96 5 2.16 
N 1 0.82 1 0.62 2 1. 2 3 4 2.67 
IP 2 1.15 2 0.77 2 2.21 6 4.13 
JH 1 0.66 1 0.38 1 1.04 3 2.08 
or 4* 1.25 3 1.34 1 1.82 8 4.41 
PG 0 0.37 1 0.53 0 1.03 1 1.93 
s 3* 0.37 2* 0.33 0 0.86 5* 1.56 
SD 0 0.68 2 0.98 2 2.03 4 3.69 
J 0 0.29 1 0.53 0 0.96 1 1.78 
swx 0 1.07 2 0.90 5* 1.97 7 3.94 
TX 1 0.49 2 0.86 0 1.29 3 2.64 
UK 0 0.25 1 0.29 1 0.99 2 1.53 
UA 1 0.89 4* 0.89 4* 1.30 9* 2.27 
X 1 0.44 1 0.71 3 1. 21 5 2.36 
wx 1 0.96 3 0.89 5* 1.44 9* 3.29 
z 4* 0.62 3* 0.62 6* 1.54 13* 2.78 




IMPORTANT MOVES TEND TO END ON LARGE VOLUME OR CLIMACTICALLY 
(MINIMA, ONE DAY INTERVAL) 
No. of No. of 


































Nt N Nt 0 
3.92 11* 3.92 
2.39 11* 2.33 
2.76 10* 2.76 
2.68 6* 2.39 
2.31 10* 2.09 
3.68 10* 3.84 
2.74 9* 3.84 
2.98 11* 2.98 
1.98 10* 2.10 
2.66 13* 2.31 
1.92 12* 2.69 
1.70 6* 1.14 
1.65 10* 1.65 
3.84 13* 3.84 
3. 21 14* 3.76 
2.28 8* 2.16 
3.60 9* 2.38 
3.84 14* 3.68 
1.70 11* 1.87 
2.03 8* 1.97 
1.76 4* 1.24 
1.92 4 1.81 
1.81 6* 1.39 
3.52 11* 3.37 
3.04 13* 2.80 
1.76 2 1.81 
3.20 13* 3.92 
2.94 7* 3.02 
1.96 9* 1.81 
3.92 7 3.76 
P(n > N ) < 0.05 
- 0 
No. of SUM 
(I, V) 
N Nt N Nt 0 0 
6 7.68 27* 15.52 
8 5.07 27* 9.79 
10 6.90 27* 12.42 
5 4.90 15 9.97 
11 4.73 26* 9.13 
9 7.21 2 7* 14.73 
12* 6.89 28* 13.47 
11* 5.57 30* 11.53 
3 5.34 19* 9.42 
17* 6.51 36* 11.48 
8* 4.40 21* 9.01 
6 4.29 17* 7.13 
4 4.48 18* 7.78 
9 6.78 33* 14.46 
10 6.66 31* 13.63 
4 4.86 20* 9.30 
10 6.44 25* 12.42 
7 6.58 30* 14.10 
5 5.06 26* 8.63 
2 5.24 13 9.24 
6 5.11 13 8.11 
5 4.72 13 8.45 
8 4.59 18* 7.79 
5 6.22 23* 13.11 
12 6.96 33* 12.80 
3 4.82 7 8.39 
8 6.48 26* 13.60 
8 6.94 18 12.90 
5 4.02 19* 7.81 
7 7.28 19 19.96 
46 
TABLE 13 
IMPORTANT MOVES TEND TO END ON LARGE VOLUME OR CLIMACTICALLY 
(MINIMA, FIVE DAY INTERVAL) 
No. of No. of 
STOCK (I I I 6P I ) (I,I62PI> 
N Nt N Nt 0 0 
ACD 4 1.92 18* 5.18 
AA 6* 2.49 17* 4.51 
AMB 3 1.05 6* 1.22 
AC 5* 1.01 7* 1.08 
T 6* 1.23 5* 0.96 
A 7* 2.97 14* 4.28 
BS 3 1.21 7* 2.41 
c 10* 4.54 14* 4.72 
DD 1 0.76 3* 0.71 
EK 5* 1.04 5* 1.04 
GE 2 1.12 5* 1.19 
GF 4* 1.10 5* 1.30 
GM 4* 1.11 5* 1.30 
GT 15* 9.04 6* 2.00 
HR 1 1.63 10* 2.40 
N 3 0.96 7* 0.96 
IP 7* 1.68 17* 3.52 
JM 5 2.30 14* 3.26 
OI 5* 0.99 9* 1.49 
PG 2 0.73 5* 0.77 
s 4* 0.82 5* 0.87 
SD 3 0.82 6* 0.82 
J 4* 0.96 7* 0.90 
swx 11* 3.14 16* 4.72 
TX 1 0.74 4* 0.74 
UK 4* 1.01 5* 0.90 
UA 8 5.37 18* 5.56 
X 3 1.29 7* 1.80 
wx 5 2.09 11* 3.09 
z 6 2.91 11* 4.10 
* Denotes P(n > N ) < 0.05 
- 0 
No. of SUM 
(I IV) 
N N N Nt 0 t 0 
8 8.34 30* 15.44 
9 7.67 32* 14.67 
4 4.95 13* 7.22 
8 4.69 20* 6.78 
8* 2.71 19* 4.90 
10 6.90 31* 14.15 
8 6.33 18* 9.95 
8 6.81 32* 16.07 
8* 3.71 12* 5.18 
10* 5.92 20* 8.00 
8 5.48 15* 7.79 
8 5.48 17* 7.88 
9 5.47 18* 7.88 
12* 3.36 33* 14.40 
10 6.25 21* 10.28 
5 4.80 15* 6.72 
12 7.80 36* 13.00 
4 7.19 23* 12.75 
1 3.72 15* 6.20 
4 3.68 11* 5.18 
3 3.65 12* 5.34 
7 3.98 16* 5.62 
7 4.57 18* 6.43 
8 7.67 35* 15.53 
4 4.16 9 5.64 
6 4.30 15* 6.21 
7 7.12 33* 18.05 
8 6.11 18* 9.20 
5 7.17 21* 12.35 
3 5.67 20* 12.68 
47 
TABLE 14 
IMPORTANT MOVES TEND TO END ON LARGE VOLUME OR CLI~~CTICALLY (MINIMA, TWENTY DAY INTERVAL) 
No. of No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK (I,j~Pj) (I,I~2PI> {I, V) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 0 
ACD 1 0.41 1 0.41 0 1.30 2 2.12 
AA 1 0.90 3* 0.49 0 1.48 4 2.87 
AMB 1 0.34 2* 0.29 1 0.96 4 1.59 
AC 1 0.45 2* 0.25 0 0.70 3 1.40 
T 1 0.34 1 0.29 1 1.05 3 1.68 
A 3 1.25 5* 0.96 1 1.92 9* 4.13 
BS 1 0.41 3* 0.41 2 1.51 6* 2.33 
c 3* 0.62 1 0.53 0 0.95 4 1.57 
DD 1 0.25 1 0.25 2 0.74 4* 1.24 
EK 2 0.83 5* 0.98 1 1.66 8* 3.47 
GE 2 1.05 3 0.90 1 1.96 6 3.91 
GF 1 0.29 2 0.53 2 0.78 5* 1.60 
GM 0 0.38 4* 0.77 1 1.04 5 2.19 
GT 4* 0.86 5* 0.86 1 1.29 10* 3.01 
HR 3* 0.58 3* 0.62 1 0.96 7* 2.16 
N 3 0.99 4* 0.74 2 1.48 9* 3.21 
IP 1 1.15 2 0.77 3 2.21 6 4.13 
J.M 0 0.66 0 0.38 1 1.04 1 2.08 
or 3 1.16 5* 1.25 1 1.69 9* 4.10 
PG 0 0.49 3* 0.71 1 1.37 4 2.57 
s 1 0.49 2 0.44 1 1.15 4 2.08 
SD 2 0.55 3* 0.80 4 1.66 9* 3.01 
J 2* 0.25 4* 0.45 1 0.82 7* 1.52 
swx 4* 1.25 5* 1.05 3 2.30 12* 4.60 
TX 1 0.71 3 1.25 2 1.87 6 3.83 
UK 1 0.33 3* 0.38 3 1.32 7* 3.03 
UA 3 1.25 6* 1.25 2 1.82 11* 4.32 
X 0 0.66 3 1.07 2 1.81 5 3.54 
wx 2 0.96 2 0.89 1 1.44 5 3.29 
z 2 0.62 3* 0.62 1 1.54 6 2.78 


































ONE DAY DELAYED VOLUME EVENTS 
WITH SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR EVENTS 
No. of No. of SUM 
(V (t-T) ,S (t)) (V(t-T) ,I (t)) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 
7 5.92 7 7.68 14 13.60 
3 5.94 10* 5.07 13 11.01 
9 5.25 5 6.90 14 12.15 
4 5.32 3 4.90 7 10.22 
6 2.87 4 4.73 10 7.60 
12 9.05 9 7.21 21 16.26 
13* 7.19 6 6.89 19 14.08 
6 4.99 10 5.57 16 10.56 
6 4.89 5 5.34 11 10.23 
11 6.82 7 6.51 18 13.33 
13* 5.07 6 4.40 19 9.47 
9 5.26 5 4.29 14 9.55 
2 4.34 1 4.48 3 8.82 
4 6.64 6 6.78 10 13.42 
5 6.94 3 6.66 8 13.60 
6 5.53 4 4.86 10 10.39 
11* 5.18 8 6.44 19 11.62 
5 6.86 4 6.58 9 13.44 
7 6.90 8 5.06 15 11.96 
6 4.96 8 5.24 14 10.20 
5 6.76 8 5.11 13 11.87 
0 4.99 5 4.72 5 9.71 
6 6.16 9* 4.59 15 10.75 
9 7.47 7 6.22 16 13.69 
12* 5.65 4 6.96 18 12.61 
9 4.96 7 4.82 16 9.78 
10 6.61 7 6.48 17 13.09 
5 5.67 9 6.94 14 12.61 
5 3.08 5 4.02 10 7.10 
8 6.22 7 7.28 15 13.50 



































FIVE DAY DELAYED VOLUME EVENTS 
WITH SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR EVENTS 
No. of No. of SUM 
(V(t-T) ,S(t)) (V(t-T) ,I(t)) 
N Nt N Nt N 0 0 0 
12 8.34 7 8.34 19 
7 5.48 8 7.67 15 
5 5.53 7 4.95 12 
10 4.31 6 4.69 16 
9* 4.33 3 2.71 12 
4 6.22 5 6.90 9 
11 8.05 4 6.33 15 
11 7.35 8 6.81 19 
11* 4.12 1 3.70 12 
7 4.52 7 5.92 14 
5 5.08 8 5.48 13 
4 4.79 6 5.48 10 
1 4.89 8 5.47 9 
12 9.04 8 7.99 20 
8 6.50 3 6.25 11 
3 3.64 4 4.80 7 
10 8.44 11 7.80 21 
4 5.01 8 7.19 12 
3 3.47 6 3.72 9 
3 3.09 9* 3.68 12* 
5 3.89 4 3.65 9 
7 4.97 2 3.98 9 
7 4.27 3 4.57 10 
14* 6.96 6 7.67 20 
6 5.24 4 4.16 10 
6 4.16 2 4.30 8 
4 6.16 9 7. 12 13 
10 7.42 6 6.11 16 
9 6.09 11 7.17 20 
4 6.53 2 5.67 6 


































































TWENTY DAY DELAYED VOLUME EVENTS 
WITH SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR EVENTS 
No. of No. of SUM 
(V(t-T) ,S(t)) (V(t-T) ,I (t) 
N Nt No Nt N 0 0 
1 1.04 2 1.30 3 
2 1. 2 3 2 1.48 4 
0 1.10 1 0.96 1 
1 0.03 1 0.70 2 
0 1.21 1 1.05 1 
1 0.68 1 1.92 2 
1 0.75 2 1.51 3 
2 1.42 0 0.95 2 
4* 1.36 2 0.74 6* 
1 1.05 0 1.66 1 
0 1.07 1 1.96 1 
2 1.56 1 0.78 3 
0 1.56 1 1.04 1 
2 1.15 0 1.29 2 
0 0.96 2 0.96 2 
2 1. 2 3 2 1.48 4 
4 2.21 1 2.21 5 
1 1.04 1 1.04 2 
3 1.82 1 1.69 4 
2 1.03 0 1.37 2 
1 0.86 1 1.15 2 
2 2.03 3 1.66 5 
2 0.96 0 0. 82 2 
1 1.97 1 2.30 2 
2 1.29 2 1.87 4 
1 0.99 1 1.32 2 
2 1.30 4 1.82 6 
0 1. 21 4 1.81 4 
3 1.44 2 1.44 5 
1 1.54 1 1.54 2 



































ONE DAY DELAYED SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR EVENTS 
WITH VOLUME EVENTS 
No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK (S (t-T) ,V(t)) (I (t-T) ,V(t)) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 
ACD 4 5.92 5 7.68 9 13.60 
AA 9 5.94 5 5.07 14 11.01 
AMB 6 5.25 6 6.90 12 12.15 
AC 2+ 5.32 5 4.90 7 10.22 
T 1 2.87 5 4.73 6 7.60 
A 4+ 9.05 4 7.21 8+ 16.26 
BS 4 7.19 6 6.89 10 14.08 
c 3 4.99 1+ 5.57 4+ 10.56 
DD 5 4.89 8 5.34 13 10.23 
EK 12* 6.82 7 6.51 19 13.33 
GE 4 5.07 7 4.40 11 9.47 
GF 6 5.26 4 4.29 10 9.55 
GM 2 4.34 0+ 4.48 2+ 8.A2 
GT 3+ 6.64 8 6.78 11 13.42 
HR 8 6.94 5 6.66 13 13.60 
N 6 5.53 5 4. 86 11 10.39 
IP 3 5.18 5 6.44 8 11.62 
JM 8 6.86 5 6.58 13 13.44 
OI 9 6.90 3 5.06 12 11.96 
PG 6 4.96 2+ 5.24 8 10.20 
s 10 6.76 7 5.11 17 11.87 
SD 5 4.99 4 4.72 9 9.71 
J 5 6.16 1+ 4.59 6+ 10.75 
swx 4 7.47 8 6.22 12 13.69 
TX 5 5.65 6 6.96 11 12.61 
UK 5 4.96 5 4.82 10 9.78 
UA 2+ 6.61 4 6.48 6+ 13.09 
X 2+ 5.67 8 6.94 10 12.61 
wx 2 3.08 4 4.02 6 7.10 
z 6 6.22 7 7.28 13 13.50 
* Denotes P(n > N ) < 0.05 
- 0 




FIVE DAY DELAYED SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR EVENTS 
WITH VOLUME EVENTS 
No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK (S (t-T) ,V(t)) (I (t-T) ,V(t)) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 
ACD 5 8.34 10 8.34 15 16.68 
AA 5 5.48 4 7.67 9 13 .15 
AMB 3 5.53 6 4.95 9 10.48 
AC 4 4.31 4 4.69 8 9.00 
T 2 4.33 3 2.71 5 7.04 
A 4 6.22 6 6.90 10 13.12 
BS 2+ 8.05 6 6.33 8 14.38 
c 7 7.35 8 6.81 15 14.16 
DD 6 4.12 7 3.70 13 7.82 
EK 5 4.52 5 5.92 10 10.44 
GE 4 5.08 6 5.48 10 10.56 
GF 4 4.79 2+ 5.48 6+ 10.27 
GM 7 4.89 9 5.47 16 10.36 
GT 12 9.04 6 7.99 18 17.03 
HR 4 6.50 5 6.25 10 12.75 
N 2 3.64 5 4.80 7 8.44 
IP 3+ 8.44 14* 7.80 17 16.24 
J.M 2+ 5.01 7 7.19 9 12.20 
OI 1+ 3.47 7 3.72 8 7.19 
PG 1+ 3.09 2 3.68 3+ 6.77 
s 3 3.89 3 3.65 6 7.54 
SD 4 4.97 4 3.98 8 8.95 
J 6 4.27 4 4.57 10 8.84 
swx 4 6.96 13* 7.67 17 14.63 
TX 2+ 5.24 4 4.16 6 9.40 
UK 1+ 4.16 4 4.30 5 8.46 
UA 7 6.12 11 7.12 18 13.24 
X 3+ 7.42 8 6.11 11 13.53 
wx 3 6.09 13* 7.17 16 13.26 
z 0+ 6.53 3 5.67 3+ 12.20 
* Denotes P(n > N ) < 0.05 
0 




TWENTY DAY DELAYED SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR EVENTS 
WITH VOLU.HE EVENTS 
No. of No. of SUM 
STOCK (S(t-T) ,V(t)) (I (t-T) ,V(t)) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 
ACD 0 1.04 1 1.30 1 2.34 
AA 0 1.23 1 1.48 1 2.71 
AMB 2 1.10 0 0.96 2 2.06 
AC 1 0.93 1 0.70 2 1.63 
T 1 1.21 1 1.05 2 2.26 
A 1 0.68 4 1.92 5 2.60 
BS 0 0.75 1 1.51 1 2.26 
c 1 1.42 1 0.95 2 2.37 
DD 1 1.36 1 0. 74 2 2.10 
EK 2 1.05 3 1.66 5 2.71 
GE 0 1.07 5* 1.96 5 3.03 
GF 1 1.56 1 0.78 2 2.34 
GM 2 1.65 1 1.04 3 2.60 
GT 1 1.15 1 1.29 2 2.44 
HR 1 0.96 1 0.96 2 1.92 
N 2 1.23 0 1.48 2 2.71 
IP 2 2.21 3 2.21 5 4.42 
JM 0 1.04 1 1.04 1 2.08 
OI 1 1.82 4 1.69 5 3.51 
PG 0 1.03 2 1.37 2 2.40 
s 0 0.86 3 1.15 3 2.01 
SD 4 2.03 2 1.66 6 3.69 
J 2 0.96 3 0.82 5* 1.78 
swx 2 1.97 3 2.30 5 4.27 
TX 0 1.29 1 1.87 1+ 3.16 
UK 2 0.99 1 1.32 3 2.31 
UA 0 1.30 1 1.82 1 3.12 
X 1 1.21 4 1.81 5 3.02 
wx 2 1.44 1 1.44 3 2.88 
z 1 1.54 3 1.54 4 3.08 
* Denotes P(n > N ) < 0.05 
- 0 
+ Denotes P(n < N ) < 0.05 0 
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V. COMPARISON OF RANDOM WALK MODEL WITH 
REAL PRICE AND VOLUME SEQUENCES 
In the previous chapter, some nonrandom character-
istics of the price and volume sequences of individual 
stocks were found. In particular, it was found that 
price and volume are related. This result is in agree-
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ment with the conclusions of Ying [14] and Osborne [15). 
The question to consider now is: How do the non-
random characteristics between price and volume affect 
the validity of the random walk hypothesis? According 
to Pinches, this provides some evidence that the random 
walk hypothesis may be incorrect, or at least incomplete 
[21]. This is because the random walk hypothesis implies 
that future prices should be independent of all past 
information. 
To develop a deeper understanding of the implications 
of the previous chapter, a price generation model can 
be developed. Let us suppose that the price sequence 
is generated by a simple three sided die tossing procedure. 
That is, on a given transaction the price of a security 
goes up 1/8 of a point, goes down 1/8 of a point or remains 
unchanged. Osborne has presented evidences that the 
number of transactions for a security over a given period 
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of time is proportional to the volume of that security over 
the same period of time [13]. Hence, the volume sequence can 
be used to generate a synthetic price sequence. Such random 
price sequences were generated for nine stocks and analyzed 
by the method of coincident events. Only nine stocks were 
analyzed because of the consistent results and the amount of 
computer time required to analyze additional stocks. 
To produce the random price sequence as described above, 
a computer program was written which used a uniform random 
number generator. It was assumed that the starting price for 
a given day was equal to the previous day's closing price. 
The actual daily volume of each security was used to determine 
the number of transactions in a day or the number of times to 
call the random number generator to calculate the closing 
price of the stock for the day. On a given transaction the 
price of the stock goes up 1/8 of a point, goes down 1/8 of a 
point or remains the same. The sum of the transactions for 
the entire day determines the closing price. 
Stock market events were defined as in Chapter IV and 
tabulated for the synthetic price and real volume sequences. 
The number of events observed and the selection criterion 
are given in Table 21. 
With the price generation model, I~PI is the net 
distance transversed in the walk on a given day from it's 
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starting point. I~ 2 PI is a crude measure of the dispersion 
of the ~P's. We would again expect I~PI and I6 2 PI events 
to be related by the definition. Also, since a V event 
would indicate an increase in the number of transactions 
for a given day, we would expect I~PI and I6 2 PI to increase 
with V. That is, there should be a significant relation-
ship between I6PI and I6 2 PI events, I~PI and V events, 
and I6 2 PI and V events. Table 22 indicated that this 
is the case. 
The significant relationships presented in Table 22 
are of the same type as those found when examining real 
price and volume sequences by the method of coincident 
events. That is, the synthetic price sequence behaves 
somewhat like a real price sequence. We have further 
evidence that volume moves price. But can we use volume 
to predict a reversal in the direction of the price 
sequence? Is there a significant relationship between 
V events and I and S (inferior and superior) events? 
From the standpoint of the price generation model the 
answer is no. The results of testing this relationship 
are given in Table 23. 
The important thing to note here is that volume 
may be used to forecast the general strength of a stock, 
whether the stock price has a tendency to move up or 
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down. At the same time, we cannot depend on volume to 
indicate a reversal in the direction of the price sequence. 
This last statement is not in complete agreement with 
Ying's conclusion [14]. Possibly a cumulative volume 
indicator would be more successful in predicting relative 
maximums and minimums. 
TABLE 21 
NUMBER AND CRITERION FOR SINGLE EVENTS ON ONE DAY INTERVAL {RANDOM WALK MODEL) 
STOCK No.of c No.of c No. of c No.of c No. 
I~PI I/",2PI I s of V 
ACD 48 0.8 31 1.5 57 0. 2 0 53 0.20 96 
AA 28 0.6 16 1.2 22 0.20 27 0.20 88 
AMB 40 0.8 19 1.5 47 0.20 41 0.20 90 
AC 31 0.8 17 1.5 34 0.20 34 0.20 85 
T 50 2.0 23 4.0 25 0.75 42 0.75 85 
A 48 1.2 48 1.9 53 0.30 59 0.30 92 
BS 33 1.0 45 1.4 35 0.30 40 0.30 89 
c 41 0.9 45 1.5 41 0.25 51 0.25 88 
GM 26 1.0 56 1.4 30 0.30 39 0.30 84 
c = Criterion, Number of Intervals = 600 
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TABLE 22 
BINARY COINCIDENCES EXPECTED FROM RANDOM l\TALK MODEL 
No. of No. of No. of 
STOCK < I llP I 1 I ll 2 P I > ( I [;pI 1 V) ( I [; 2 pI 1 V) 
N Nt N Nt N Nt 0 0 0 
ACD 20* 2.48 14* 7.68 13* 4.96 
AA 9* 0.75 9* 4.11 6* 2.35 
AMB 11* 1.27 19* 6.00 8* 2.85 
AC 8* 0.88 12* 4.39 7* 2.41 
T 17* 1.92 15* 7.08 8* 3.26 
A 23* 3.84 18* 7.36 18* 7.36 
BS 14* 2.47 10* 4.89 7 6.67 
c 19* 3.07 10 6.01 7 6.60 
GM 15* 2.43 9* 3.64 13 7.84 
* Denotes P(n > N ) < 0.05 
- 0 
TABLE 23 
BINARY COINCIDENCES NOT EXPECTED 
FROM RANDOM WALK MODEL 
STOCK No. of (S 1 V) No. of (I 1 V) 
N Nt N Nt 0 0 
ACD 17* 8.48 12 9.12 
AA 8* 3.96 7* 3.23 
AMB 8 6.15 13* 7.05 
AC 5 4.82 7 4.82 
T 8 5.95 5 3.54 
A 6 9.05 10 8.13 
BS 5 5.93 7 5.19 
c 6 7.48 10 6.01 
GM 8 5.46 3 4.20 
* Denotes P(n > N ) < 0.05 
- 0 
VI. COMPARISON OF DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE 
AND INDIVIDUAL PRICE MOVEMENTS 
Very little investigation has been done on the 
relationship between the behavior of individual stocks 
and the general market, although a number of popular 
technical trading strategies are based upon market 
averages. Likewise, several random walk theories about 
individual stock prices have been tested using market 
averages. This chapter will be concerned with analyzing 
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the relationships between the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
(DJIA) and the thirty Dow Jones Industrial stocks (DJI). 
For many years stock market investors have been 
observing the movement of individual stock prices and 
the DJIA. It is common to hear such statements as 
"as goes General Motors goes the market" or "as goes 
DuPont goes the market." An example of this type of 
thinking is presented in an article by Dan Dorfman [23]. 
Certainly if such statements were true, one would be 
able to predict market movement based on the price move-
ment of selected individual stocks. However, surprisingly 
little effort has been devoted to studying these implied 
lag relations and little is known about the actual length 
of the lags. 
An empirical investigation of the lag relationship 
was undertaken by considering the DJIA and the thirty 
DJI stocks. Many relations were examined among these 
variables with different lags in an attempt to forecast 
the DJIA, which is regarded as a fair barometer of the 
country's economy. The early work was done by graphing 
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the price sequences on transparencies to a comparable scale 
and then superimposing them, sliding them along the time-
axis to see whether there was any fairly obvious coincident 
variation. The method brought to light some very good 
agreements in price sequences for various time periods, 
but the coincidences were not consistent over varing 
time periods. 
Next, cross-correlation coefficients between the 
DJIA sequence and the individual stock price sequence 
were calculated for a number of positive lags. The 
coefficients were calculated between the DJIA and each 
of the thirty DJIA stocks with lag times of 0, 5, 10, 
120 days. Calculations were based on 240 consecutive 
trading days for each stock. Figure 1 illustrates the 
process. Once a set of coefficients was calculated the 
process was repeated with the price sequences moved up 
the time-axis by forty days. Cross-correlation coefficients 
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Figure 1. Process for Lagging Data 
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Typical results for the calculation of cross-correlation 
coefficients with lagged variables are displayed graphically 
in Figures 2 through 4. The individual stocks presented 
as lagged variables are American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company (T) , General Motors Corporation (GM) and International 
Paper Company (IP), for various time periods. The graph 
of the cross-correlations for a given time period indicates 
the length of lag most likely to correspond with the 
DJIA. The lag at which the maximum value of the cross-
correlation coefficient, rk' occurs gives the best lag. 
Unfortunately, the maximum correlation coefficient does 
not always have the same lag for the different time 
periods. Hence it appears to be rather difficult to 
predict market movement based on a selected individual 
stock. 
The maximum values of the cross-correlations indicate 
the length of lags most likely to yield good correspondence 
in regression analysis. Regression curves for various 
time periods were calculated to forecast the DJIA. The 
regressor variables consisted of stocks which lead the 
DJIA by ten to thirty trading days during the period 
under study. The lead time being indicated by the maximum 
correlation coefficient. Usually three to six stocks 
could be found which satisfied this requirement. After 
the regression curves were calculated the DJIA was predicted 
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Figure 4. Values of the Cross-Correlation Coefficients rk between DJIA 
and IP for the following starting date: 
{i) June 22, 1960 (iv) Mar. 17, 1964 
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Figure 4. Continued 
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from ten to thirty days ahead depending on the smallest 
lead time of the regressors. All attempts at forecasting 
the DJIA were failures. This leads to analyzing correlation 
coefficients calculated with a zero lag. 
From examining the correlation graphs, it can easily 
be seen that the maximum cross-correlation coefficient 
usually occurs at the zero lag. Also individual stocks 
may lag the DJIA but only for a short period of time. 
However, there is no consistency. Figures 5 through 10 
give an indication of this conclusion. 
Cross-correlation between the DJIA sequence and the 
thirty DJI stock price sequences were calculated based 
on 240 consecutive trading days. No lags were considered, 
and the starting day for each 240 days was 40 trading 
days apart. Hence 268 coefficients were calculated for 
each individual stock of the data file and plotted. 
Figures 5 through 10 give such graphs for American Can 
Company (AC) , Anaconda Company (A) , Du Pont de Nemours 
(E.I.) (DD), General Electric Company (GE), Johns-
Manville Corporation (JM) , and Union Carbide Corporation 
(UK). These graphs are typical and indicate a high 
correlation for a zero lag. 
Note the sharp dips in some of the correlation 
curves. These indicate periods in which the individual 
stocks were out of phase with the market. The out of 
phase periods are usually short and the stock price 
sequence quickly gets back in phase with the market. 
Most established companies tend to go up or down in 
price together. Stocks which move against the general 
financial trend are rare and usually do so for no more 
than a few days or weeks at a time. Most securities 
tend to swing together. 
If a company's stock price is highly correlated 
with the DJIA for most time periods, then the DJIA can 
be used to predict stock strength. That is, when the 
stock price sequence is out of phase with the market 
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then it will have a tendency to move back in phase with 
the market. If the stock price is going up (down) and the 
DJIA down (up), the stock strength will be weak (strong). 
This idea is applied in a mathematical model presented 
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Figure 5. Values of the Cross-Correlation Coefficients 
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Figure 6. Values of the Cross-Correlation Coefficients 
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Figure 7. Values of the Cross-Correlation Coefficients 













Figure 8. Values of the Cross-Correlation Coefficients 
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VII. A STOCK PRICE STRENGTH MODEL 
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the 
possibility of representing time series of stock market 
prices by a mathematical model in order to determine 
stock strength. Four individual stock price sequences 
of the data file defined in Chapter III are examined 
on a daily bases. Daily examination allows the model 
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to be updated in an effort to locate points in time in 
which stock strength is changing. Next a trading strategy 
is developed using stock strength as a buy and sell 
indicator. 
Random walk theorists believe that the stock exchange 
is a perfect market and that the actual price of a security 
is the best estimate of its intrinsic value. In other 
words, the only price changes that would occur are instan-
taneous changes which result from new information. This 
implies that the majority of market participants agree 
on the intrinsic value of a given individual stock. 
This is hard to believe. It seems more loqical to assume 
that there are discrepancies between actual price and 
intrinsic value, caused by disagreement of market parti-
cipants on intrinsic value. If this is the case and the 
discrepancies can be detected, then there would be an 
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opportunity to profit from the information [ll,p.27]. 
In order to recognize changes in intrinsic value, 
we employ a sequential or daily evaluation technique to 
determine stock strength. When the difference between 
actual and forecasted prices becomes large, a buy or sell 
signal is g1ven. The model is applied and the results 
are found to be inconsistent with the random walk theory 
of stock price behavior. 
In Chapters IV through VI it was pointed out that 
in developing a mathematical model for stock price 
prediction, volume of trading for the stock and DJIA 
should play an important role. This seems to be true 
at least for the thirty Dow Jones Industrial stocks. 
Osborne [13] and Ying [14] have also indicated the impor-
tant relationship between volume and price. We have 
determined through experimentation and mathematical 
evaluation that the trading volume can most usefully be 
manipulated with the DJIA by using Granville's on-balance 
volume indicator [24,p.56]. 
Joseph E. Granville in his book, Granville's New 
Key to Stock Market Profits 3 introduced the technical 
indicator called on-balance volume (OBV) [24]. We have 
noted that when the OBV indicator is applied to an 
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individual stock and plotted against the stock price, 
a straight line effect is given. That is, there exists 
a high correlation between the OBV indicator and the 
price sequence during most trading cycles. It was found 
that by statistically manipulating the DJIA in conjunction 
with the OBV indicator, a mathematical model could be 
formulated that correlates very highly with the price 
sequence, and predicts the price based on the present 
market trend. This mathematical process is performed 
by the use of piecewise linear regression. 
The OBV indicator functions as follows: Referring 
to Table 24, suppose on April 2 a stock closes up a 
half of a point to a price of 10 on a total daily trading 
volume of 1,000 shares. Since the stock advanced in price 
all the volume is assigned to the buy volume, the sell 
volume is set to zero, and the on-balance volume is 1,000. 
On April 3 suppose our sample stock advanced a fourth 
of a point on a total volume of 600 shares. The table 
now shows on the second day a buy volume of 1,600 shares, 
sell volume of zero, and on-balance volume of 1,600 
shares. On the third day the stock declined a half a 
point on a total volume of 400 shares. Since the stock 
declined in price, all the volume is assigned to the 
sell volume and subtracted from the on-balance volume. 
Hence, if the stock advances, the total daily volume is 
added to the on-balance volume; if the stock declines, 
the total daily volume is subtracted from the on-balance 
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volume. This process is then continued up to the present 
trading day to give the on-balance volume indicator. 
TABLE 24 
CALCULATION OF ON-BALANCE VOLUME 
Date Buy Sell On-Balance Price 
Volume Volume Volume 
April 2 1,000 0 1,000 10.00 
3 1,600 0 1,600 10.25 
4 1,600 400 1,200 9.75 
7 1,600 500 1,100 9.50 
8 2,100 500 1,600 10.00 
9 2,400 500 1,900 10.13 
To recognize changes in intrinsic value, regression 
equations are fitted sequentially in time to each of the 
four price sequences investigated. It is desired to 
examine the way in which a response variable Y depends 
on the independent variables x 1 , x 2 where 
Y = response or observed stock price, 
x 1 = on-balance volume of stock, 
x2 = Dow Jones Industrial Average, and 
t = market trading day. 
Consider observations on the 3-tuple (Yt,Xlt'x2t) 
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which are ordered with respect to t. It is assumed that 
the sample observations may have been drawn from populations 
obeying more than one system. In particular, the model 
may be of the form 
Yt = S ( l) + S (1 ) X + S ( l ) X 
0 1 lt 2 2t + Et for t < t* 
Yt = s (2 ) + s <2 >x + s <2 >x + Et 
0 1 lt 2 2t for t*<t<t** 
Yt = S (m) + S (m)x + S (m)x + Et 
0 1 lt 2 2t for ... < t<N 
where the Et's are distributed independently as N(O,a 2 ), 
N is the maximum number of trading days considered and 
m and the coefficients are unknown. The unknowns are 
determined by the piecewise linear regression algorithm 
developed by Victor E. McGee and Willard T. Carleton 
[25] for N = 240. 
The assumption here is that information which affects 
market prices is gradually disseminated to and acted upon 
by market investors. This would cause a persistent movement 
or trend in stock prices. As new information became 
available, new trends would develop and each trend would 
be represented by a regression equation. However, in 
the cases considered in this study, over 98% of them 
resulted in one regression equation. 
By substituting the elements of the on-balance 
volume vector x1 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
vector x2 into the regression equations determined, the 
A 
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predicted price vector Y may be obtained. The changes that 
take place in the independent variables x1 and x2 
are 
transmitted to the response variable Y. A percent of 
deviation vector P is calculated by 
pt = 100 ( yt- yt ) I Yt, t = 1, •.• I N. 
This vector is then normalized by a linear function to 
give a stock strength vector such that the elements range 
in value from 0 to 1. The last element of the normalized 
vector is used as the stock strength indicator. 
The stock strength indicator is based on the theory 
that the stock price will move in the direction of the 
regression curve. If the stock price is above the 
regression curve it will have a tendency to decline, if 
the stock price is below the regression curve it will have 
a tendency to advance. Thus, as the stock strength indicator 
approaches 1.0, the stock has a tendency to become stronger; 
as it approaches 0.0, the stock has a tendency to become 
weaker. 
The stock strength indicator is updated on a daily 
basis and used as a trading indicator. To visualize the 
procedure, assume we have calculated the coefficients 
for the regression equations covering the trading days 
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n through m where m - n = 240. From this a stock strength 
indicator, S , is determined. Next, coefficients for 
m 
the regression equations covering the trading days n + 1 
through m + 1 are calculated which yields a stock strength 
indicator, Sm+l. The process is continued on a daily 
basis to give the sequence 
8m' 8m+l' 8m+2' ... 
As each new stock strength indicator is determined, it 
is evaluated to see if a buy or sell signal has been 
established. If the indicator falls below a given value, 
a < 1/2, a sell signal is generated; if above 1 -a, a 
buy signal is given. 
The rationale for this approach is that in time 
periods when the stock strength indicator falls in the 
open interval (a,l-a), the stock is following a normal 
price trend. This implies the stock price movement is 
consistent with the stock volume and market movement. 
The converse is implied when the indicator falls outside 
the interval (a,l-a). The hypothesis to be tested is 
that when the indicator is outside the interval (a,l-a), 
the stock price or intrinsic value undergoes a change 
which puts it in line with market and volume movements. 
If this is the case, certain technical trading rules 
should perform better than a buy and hold strategy. 
The model described above was tested on four stocks 
from the Dow Jones Industrials. It would have been 
desirable to include all thirty stocks in the study, 
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but the amount of computer time required was a deterrent 
factor. The stocks used were American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company (T) , Eastman Kodak Company (EK) , General 
Motors Corporation (GM) and United States Steel Corporation 
(X). This selection was made for the following reasons: 
T, since it is a utility stock; EK, since it is a solid 
growth stock; GM, since the stock price moves with the 
market; X, since it is a weak stock with a downward 
trend. The data for the test came from the data file 
described in Chapter III. Because of the required 
initialization period of 240 trading days to calculate 
the first stock strength value, December 12, 1960 was 
the starting date for all tests. 
The stock strength model was applied to obtain 
buy and sell signals for each stock over the sample 
period. A buy signal is triggered when the stock strength 
indicator is greater than or equal to 1 - a and a sell 
signal is triggered when the indicator is less than or 
equal to a. Three variations of the model were tested, 
using factors of a = .05, a = .10, and a = .15. 
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These variations were tested under four categories: 
(1) a long position; (2) a long position with commission 
charges; (3) both long and short positions; and (4) 
both long and short positions with commission charges. 
A purchase was assumed to be made whenever a buy signal 
was given by the model, and the position liquidated when-
ever a sell signal was generated. In the last two cate-
gories, a short position was taken when a long position 
was liquidated, and the short position covered when a 
buy signal was generated. For each category and stock 
equal amounts were invested with separate accounts. 
In calculating commissions a simplified method 
was used. A commission of one percent of the money 
involved per transaction was assumed. The rationale 
for this assumption comes from Table 25. If the average 
stock price was $38 on a transaction involving 100 shares, 
then the commission would be .005 (3,800) + 19 = 38. 
That is, one percent of the money involved. The commission 
charges will vary around one percent depending on the 
price per share of the stock traded. See Seelenfreund, 
Parker, and Van Horne [20,p.269] and Farrell [26,p.68] 
for details. 
TABLE 25 
MINIMUM COMMISSION PER TRANSACTION 
Money Involved 
$100 to $400 
$400 to $2,400 
$2,400 to $5,000 
over $5,000 
a - Hinimum $6 
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The trading rules presented above were simulated 
for each of the four stocks over the sample period. 
The results are given in Tables 26 and 27. The average 
annual percent of return before and after commission 
charges is given for trading factors of .05, .10 and 
.15 and for a buy and hold policy.. The number of 
transactions for carrying out each trading strategy is 
given. When commission charges were considered, they 
were calculated at the time the transaction took 
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place. No allowances were made for dividends paid while 
the stock was in a long or short position. Likewise, 
all results were tabulated without considering taxes. 















AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENT OF RETURN FOR LONG POSITIONS 
Long Position Buy and Hold 
Trading Before After Number Before After 
Factor Commission Commission of Commission Commission 
Charges Charges Transactions Charges Charges 
.05 1.59 0.25 14 -0.06 -0.07 
.05 8.14 5.65 16 17.81 17.28 
.05 5.89 4.74 10 9.03 8.68 
.05 -3.94 -4.43 12 -5.12 -5.19 
.10 1.00 -0.02 14 -0.06 -0.07 
.10 5.72 3.11 20 17.81 17.28 
.10 9.46 6.47 18 9.03 8.68 
.10 -1.04 -2.32 18 -5.12 -5.19 
.15 1.34 -0.02 18 -0.06 -0.07 
.15 6.76 3.95 20 17.81 17.28 
.15 8.75 5.87 18 9.03 8.68 

















AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENT OF RETURN FOR LONG AND SHORT POSITIONS 
Long and Short Positions Buy and Hold 
Trading Before After Number Before After 
Factor Commission Corrunission of Commission Commission 
Charges Charges Transactions Charges Charges 
.05 5.79 3.90 28 -0.06 -0.07 
.05 -0.70 -1.90 32 17.81 17.28 
.05 3.01 2.00 18 9.03 8.68 
.05 -2.40 -3.05 22 -5.12 -5.19 
.10 4.33 2.63 28 -0.06 -0.07 
.10 -2.25 -3.58 40 17.81 17.28 
.10 7.78 5.06 36 9.03 8.68 
.10 6.80 4.12 36 -5.12 -5.19 
.15 5.23 2.94 36 -0.06 -0.07 
.15 -1.06 -2.43 40 17.81 17.28 
.15 6.40 3.90 36 9.03 8.68 
. 15 1.62 -0.04 44 -5.12 -5.19 
CD 
CD 
the trading rules give results which are better than a 
buy and hold strategy. If the results are averaged, 
a buy and hold policy out performs the trading rules. 
It is not surprising that the trading rules result in 
an average annual percent of return less than a buy and 
hold for EK since the stock rose in price more or less 
consistently from the beginning of the sample period. 
Also, it should be noted that the trading rules perform 
best, in comparison with a buy and hold policy, for the 
poor performing stocks, T and X. For GM, the trading 
rules and buy and hold tend to give similar results 
before commission charges. 
It is apparent that the trading rules perform the 
best for a trading factor of a = . 10. This gives a 
band about the regression curve which results in a model 
not as sensitive to price fluctuations as with a = .05 
but still sensitive enough to identify the major price 
movements. A model with a = .15 results in too few 
transactions and hence reduces returns. 
In considering whether or not the stock strength 
model can be applied for a profit, we can examine the 
columns entitled "After Commission Charges" in Tables 26 
and 27. The percent of return ranges from a high of 
6.47 to a low of -4.43. With this range of values it 
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appears that a person should place his money in a good 
savings account and forget about stock market investment. 
However, an approach which consists of a fundamental 
study aided by the stock strength model could possibly 
produce superior profits when applied to DJI stocks. 
While no one test of technical trading rules can 
either "prove" or "disprove" the random walk theory, 
the stock strength model presented sheds some light on 
the subject. The implications of the model are discussed 
in the following chapter. 
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
There have been two major random walk models proposed. 
The first was by Bachelier [1] who hypothesized that 
speculative prices have independent increments which are 
normally distributed, random variables with zero mean 
and finite variance. This implies that a price change in 
either direction of a given amount is equally probable 
and a zero expectation of gain. If Bachelier's assumptions 
hold, one would expect any technical trading rule or 
combination of technical trading rules when ap?lied in 
a systematic fashion to result in zero profit before 
commission charges. 
The second model was proposed by Osborne [6]. He 
hypothesized that successive differences of the natural 
logarithm of prices are independent and normally distributed 
with mean zero. Osborne's model implies that a change in 
either direction of a given amount in the logarithm of 
price is equally likely. Hence there is an expectation 
of zero logarithm profit but an expectation of an uptrend 
in stock price. If Osborne's hypothesis is true, then 
technical trading rules should produce profits less than 
a buy and hold strategy. 
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The above two models have lead to the interpretation, 
in a narrow sense, that future prices cannot be predicted 
from past prices. However, there exists a more complete 
interpretation of the random walk hypothesis which is 
based directly upon the nature of the market. There are 
several circumstances which could generate stock prices 
randomly. 
Pinches [2l,p.l05] states three: 
"1. The information that becomes available 
to market participants is itself random in 
its effect on prices. 
2. All participants are thoroughly informed 
about new information as soon as it is publicly 
available. 
3. That well informed participants anticipate 
how lags in information available to less well 
informed participants will affect the latter's 
trading." 
This implies that investors cannot forecast future price 
movements from any past information generally known to 
the trading public. Therefore, future price changes 
are assumed to be independent of such factors as volume 
of sales, market averages, odd-lot sales, advance-decline 
statistics, etc. 
In the literature the large majority of the work 
has been devoted to analyzing the narrow interpretation 
of the random walk theory. Almost no simulation models 
have been reported which consider the complete form of 
the random walk hypothesis. In this study an attempt 
was made to examine the complete form by extending 
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Osborne's work on quantitative tests which lead to a 
stock price generation model, by analyzing the relation-
ship between individual stock price movements and the DJIA, 
and by developing a stock strength model for stock market 
timing. 
From the results of Chapter IV, we concluded that 
there exists significant relationships between volume 
sequences and price sequences of individual stocks. 
Trading folklore appears to hold better for short periods 
of time, one to five days, than for longer periods of 
time, better at minimums than maximums. There is evidence 
to support the idea that volume generates price. 
In Chapter V a price generation model was presented 
in which price sequences were generated from real volume 
sequences. By applying the method of coincident events 
it was found that the generated price sequences and 
real volume sequences behave very much like real price 
and volume sequences. There was a significant relation-
ship between \~PI and V events and \~ 2 P\ and V events. 
Therefore, we have further evidence that volume moves 
price. Unfortunately no dependences were found between 
inferior and superior events and V events for the synthetic 
price sequences. In other words, it appears that volume 
alone cannot be used to predict a reversal in the direction 
of the price sequence, but may aid in evaluating the 
general strength of a stock. Certainly there is a 
dependent relationship between volume and price. 
A comparison of the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
and thirty Dow Jones Industrial stock movements was made 
in Chapter VI. The main tool of investigation was the 
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set of cross-correlation coefficients calculated between 
the DJIA sequence and the individual stock price sequences 
for a number of positive lags over various time periods. 
The results indicated that there was no consistent lag 
between the DJIA and any one of the thirty DJI stocks. 
Periods of time in which an individual stock was out of 
phase with the market were short, and the stock price 
sequence quickly got back in phase with the market. 
Also, in Chapter VI a method was presented for 
examining lagged relationships between variables in an 
attempt to select variables for forecasting. The maximum 
value of the cross-correlation coefficient was used to 
indicate the length of lag most likely to yield good 
correspondences in regression analysis. This method 
could have several applications in economic forecasting. 
In Chapter VII it was proposed to develop mechanical 
trading rules by making use of the nonrandom characteristics 
found in the previous chapters. A piecewise linear 
regression model that examined stock price sequentially 
in time was presented. Past volume and DJIA sequences 
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were used to predict stock strength. Transactions were 
signaled on the basis of a stock strength indicator derived 
from the regression model. As the strength indicator 
approached a value of zero or one, it was assumed that 
a nonrandom change had occurred in the stock price. The 
identification of the nonrandom changes presented an 
opportunity to profit. The trading rules were applied, 
and the returns compared to a buy and hold strategy. 
When applying the stock strength indicator to a 
long position only trading strategy the model produced 
profits greater than zero in nine out of twelve cases 
when trading costs were ignored. This is not consistent 
with Bachelier's random walk model and refutes it. 
Osborne's model may be tested from the standpoint of 
simulation by comparing the results of applying trading rules 
with the returns from a buy and hold policy. The stock 
strength model, for the long position before commissions, 
gave seven out of twelve cases with returns greater than 
buy and hold. This is not very significant, but with a 
trading factor of a = .10, three out of four cases examined 
surpassed the buy and hold position. These results are 
not conclusive enough to disprove Osborne's hypothesis, 
but they do create some uncertainty. 
An attempt has been made to answer the questions 
set forth at the beginning of the study. First, it is 
apparent that there does exist dependent relationships 
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in stock market data. There exists relationships between 
stock price and volume and stock price and market averages 
which follow discernible trends and patterns. Technical 
trading rules were developed based on these relationships 
which empirically have shed doubt on the random walk 
hypothesis. This in turn gives evidences that technical 
analysis can be an aid to price forecasting. Second, 
stock price generation and simulation models have and 
can be developed to help in the understanding of price 
movements. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR THE OCCURRENCE 
OF K COINCIDENCES IN T TIME PERIODS 
Let us suppose that two events, A and B, have been 
defined such that they are independent and observed for 
a total number of time periods, T. Assume that the 
number of A events observed is N and the number of B 
events observes is M. Now the total number of ways this 
may occur in T periods is 
(1) 
Out of this total number of ways, exactly k binary 
coincidences of the form (A(t) ,B(t)) can occur in 
(~)·(~- ~).(~) (2) 
ways. The ratio of expressions (1) and (2) gives the 
exact probability of k coincidences. 
(~)·(~- ~)·(~) 
(~). (~) 
The { ~ ) cancels out in the numerator and denominator 
g~veng the hypergeometric distribution. 
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M If p = T is small, N large and A = Np of moderate 
magnitude, then the hypergeometric distribution can be 









. I ~. 
Hence the Poisson approximation can be used to calculate 
the probability of k or more binary coincident events 
occurring in a given number of time periods. 
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APPENDIX B 
TRIPLE COINCIDENCES INVOLVING I AND S 
For the sake of completeness, the following tables 
of results are included. Note that significance probability 
was computed as compound binary events [15,p.336]. 
TABLE B1 
TRIPLE COINCIDENCES INVOLVING S EVENTS ON ONE DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No. of No. of No. of SUM 
(s,(IL1PI ,I6 2 PI>> (S,(IL1PI ,v)) (s,<IL1 2 PI ,v)) 
N 
obs N the or N obs Ntheor N obs N the or N obs N the or 
ACD 7* 1.36 4* 1.11 4* 0.68 15* 2.15 
AA 3 1.30 1 1.02 3 0.89 7* 3. 21 
AMB 1 1.05 1 0.88 1 0.41 3 2.34 
AC 5* 1.27 2 0.70 2 0.51 9* 2.48 
T 2 0.50 2 0.53 3* 0.27 7* 1.30 
A 4 2.46 1 1.77 4 1.77 9 6.00 
BS 5 2.04 4 1.39 3 1.39 12* 4.82 
c 6* 1.59 3 1.19 2 0.79 11* 3.57 
DD 4* 0.88 1 0.60 2 0.49 7* 1.97 
EK 4* 1.32 3 1.10 2 0.95 9* 3.37 
GE 5* 1.01 0 1.01 1 0.70 6 2.72 
GF 3* 0.57 0 0.25 2 0.25 5* 1. 07 
GM 3* 0.77 1 0.41 2 0.36 6* 1.54 
GT 6* 1.76 2 1.12 3 1.04 11* 3.92 
HR 2 1.63 2 1.39 1 0.98 5 4.00 
N 5* 1.16 1 0.75 2 0.68 3 2.59 
IP 2 1.05 1 1.05 1 0.31 4 2.41 
JM 5* 1.88 1 1.14 2 0.82 8 3.84 
or 3 1.20 0 0.75 0 0.38 3 2.33 
PG 5* 0.88 2 0.58 3* 0.35 10 1. 81 
s 5* 0.89 4* 0.82 4* 0.34 13 2.05 
SD 6* 0.68 3* 0.68 5* 0.62 14 1. 98 
J 4* 1.00 3 1.22 5* 0.93 12 3.15 
swx 6* 1.98 6* 1.35 4* 1.08 16 4.41 
TX 3 0.91 1 0.65 2 0.65 6 2.21 
UK 3* 0.64 2 0.52 3* 0.41 8 1. 57 
UA 5* 1.88 2 1.14 2 0.57 9 3.59 
X 7* 1.20 5 1.00 6* 1.00 18 3.20 
wx 0 0.56 0 0.69 2* 0.35 2 1. 60 
z 5* 1.43 3 1.02 1 0.61 9 3.06 
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TABLE B2 
TRIPLE COINCIDENCES INVOLVING I EVENTS ON ONE DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No. of No. of No. of SUM 
(I,(I6PI ,I6 2 Pi)) (I,(I6PI ,V)) (I,(I6 2 PI ,V)) 
N 
obs N the or N obs N the or N obs N the or N obs N the or 
ACD 7* 1.76 2* 1.44 3 0.88 12* 4.08 
AA 7* 1.11 1 0.88 4* 0.76 12* 1.75 
AMB 6* 1.38 2 1.15 2 0.54 10* 3.07 
AC 2 1.17 1 0.64 2 0.47 5 2.28 
T 4* 0.82 3 0.88 2 0.44 9* 2.14 
A 6* 1.96 3 1.41 4 1. 41 13* 4.78 
BS 7* 1.96 4* 1.33 5* 1.33 16* 4.62 
c 8* 1.77 5* 1.33 5* 0.89 18* 3.99 
DD 4* 0.96 1 0.66 1 0.54 6* 2.16 
EK 6* 1.26 5* 1.05 7* 0.91 18* 3.22 
GE 1 0.88 1 0.88 3* 0.60 5 2.36 
GF 3* 0.46 1 0.21 1 0.21 5* 0.88 
GM 2 0.80 2 0.43 3* 0.37 7* 1.60 
GT 8* 1.80 3 1.14 5* 1.06 16* 4.00 
HR 5* 1.57 3 1.33 4* 0.94 12* 3.84 
N 4* 1.02 1 0.66 1 0.60 6* 2.28 
IP 4* 1.30 2 1.30 2 0.38 8* 2.98 
JM 6* 1.80 4* 1.10 4* 0.78 14 3.68 
or 8* 0.88 2 0.55 2* 0.27 12 1.70 
PG 3* 0.92 1 0.62 1 0.37 5 1.91 
s 2 0.67 1 0.62 0 0.26 3 1.55 
SD 2 0.64 0 0.64 0 0.58 2 1.86 
J 4 0.75 3 0.91 4* 0.69 11 2.35 
SWX 6* 1.65 3 1.13 4* 0.90 13 3.68 
TX 7* 1. 12 4* 0.80 7* 0.80 18 2.72 
UK 1 0.62 0 0.51 1 0.40 2 1.53 
UA 5* 1.84 0 1.12 2 0.56 7 3.52 
X 2 1.47 1 1.22 3 1.22 6 3.91 
NX 5* 0.74 2 0.91 2 0.45 9 2.10 
z 5* 1.68 1 1.20 2 0.72 8 3.60 
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TABLE B3 
TRIPLE COINCIDENCES INVOLVING S EVENTS ON FIVE DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No. of No. of No. of SUM ( s ' ( I f1 p I ' I f1 2 p I ) ) ( s ' ( I f1 p I 'V) ) (S,(If1 2 PI ,V)) 
N N N b Ntheor N N N N obs the or 0 s obs the or obs the or 
ACD 5* 1.05 3 0.86 7* 1.15 15* 3.06 
AA 3 0.96 2 0.62 2 0.55 7* 2.13 
AMB 1 0.59 0 0.46 1 0.39 2 1.44 
AC 1 0.47 0 0.12 0 0.17 1 0.76 
T 6* 0.71 3 0.88 3* 0.55 12* 2.14 
A 4 1.50 1 1.34 2 1.10 7 3.94 
BS 5* 1.05 1 0.86 2 0.67 8* 2.58 
c 9* 2.26 5* 1.79 3 1.22 17* 5.27 
DD 3* 0.30 3* 0.25 3* 0.20 9* 0.75 
EK 2 0.40 0 0.40 1 0.25 3 1. 05 
GE 2 0.52 2 0.65 2* 0.33 6* 1.50 
GF 1 0.48 0 0.41 0 0.18 1 1.08 
GM 4* 0.47 1 0.17 1 0.17 6* 0.81 
GT 4 1.44 0 0.72 1 0.72 5 2.88 
HR 4* 0.80 2 0.53 1 0.62 7* 1. 95 
N 2* 0.34 1 0.30 0 0.09 3* 0.73 
IP 2 0.91 2 0.82 1 0.91 5 2.64 
JM 4* 0.87 3* 0.53 4* 0.47 11* 1. 87 
OI 2 0.55 0 0.14 0 0.18 2 0.87 
PG 2* 0.25 2* 0.14 1* 0.04 5* 0.43 
s 2 0.44 1 0.44 1 0.16 4* 1.04 
SD 2 0.48 0 0.30 0 0.24 2 1.02 
J 4* 0.40 2 0.40 2* 0.20 8* 1.00 
swx 6* 1.85 3* 0.67 6* 1.01 15* 3.53 
TX 2 0.41 0 0.35 0 0.12 2 0.88 
UK 4* 0.46 3* 0.36 3* 0.31 10* 1.13 
UA 9* 2.27 4 1.51 4* 1.09 17* 4.87 
X 5* 0.87 2 0.70 3* 0.61 10* 2.18 
wx 3 1.08 0 0.62 1 1.27 4 2.97 
z 9* 2.09 4* 1.36 4* 1.00 17* 4.45 
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TABLE B4 
TRIPLE COINCIDENCES INVOLVING I EVENTS ON FIVE DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No. of No. of No. of SUM 
(I , ( I ~pI , I ~ 2 pI ) ) (I, ( I ~p I , V) ) (I , ( I ~ 2 p I , V) ) 
N 
obs N the or N obs Ntheor N obs N the or N obs N theor 
ACD 3 1.05 2 0.86 2 1.15 7* 3.06 
AA 5* 1.34 3 0.86 5* 0.77 13* 2.97 
AMB 3* 0.52 0 0.41 1 0.35 4* 1.28 
AC 5* 0.51 1 0.13 2* 0.19 8* 0.83 
T 4* 0.45 3* 0.55 3* 0.34 10* 1.34 
A 6* 1.66 6* 1.48 7* 1.22 19* 4.36 
BS 2 0.83 2 0.68 1 0.53 5 2.04 
c 7* 2.10 3 1.66 4* 1.14 14* 4.90 
DD 1 0.27 0 0.22 1 0.18 2 0.67 
EK 4* 0.52 2 0.52 2* 0.33 8* 1.37 
GE 2 0.56 0 0.70 0 0.35 2 1.61 
GF 2 0.55 1 0.48 2* 0.21 5* 1. 2 4 
GM 3* 0.52 2* 0.20 2* 0.20 7* 0.92 
GT 6* 1. 2 7 2* 0.64 4* 0.64 12* 2.55 
HR 0 0.77 0 0.51 3 0.60 3 1.88 
N 3* 0.45 1 0.40 1 0.11 5* 0.96 
IP 5* 0.84 3* 0.76 5* 0.84 13* 2.44 
JM 5* 1.25 1 0.77 1 0.67 7* 2.69 
or 5* 0.60 0 0.15 0 0.20 5* 0.95 
PG 2* 0.30 0 0.17 0 0.04 2 0.51 
s 3* 0.41 1 0.41 0 0.15 4* 0.97 
SD 3* 0.38 2* 0.24 3* 0.19 8* 0.81 
J 4* 0.42 1 0.42 2* 0.21 7* 1.05 
swx 10* 2.03 2 0.74 3 1.11 15* 3.88 
TX 1 0. 32 0 0.28 1 0.09 2 0.69 
UK 3* 0.48 2 0.37 2* 0.32 7* 1.17 
UA 7* 2.64 2 1.76 5* 1.27 14* 5.67 
X 3* 0.72 1 0.58 2 0.50 6* 1.80 
wx 5* 1. 27 2 0.73 2 0.45 9* 2.45 
z 5* 1.81 3 1.18 2 0.87 10* 3.86 
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TABLE B5 
TRIPLE COINCIDENCES INVOLVING S EVENTS ON TWENTY DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No. of No. of No. of SUM ( s I ( I 6P I I I 6 2 p I ) ) ( s I ( I 6P I IV) ) ( s I ( 16 2 p I IV) ) 
N 
obs N the or N obs N the or N obs N the or N obs N the or 
ACD 1 0.16 1 0.16 0 0.11 2 0.43 
AA 0 0.07 0 0.07 0 0.00 0 0.14 
A.l\ffi 1 0.11 0 0. 16 1 0.10 2 0.37 
AC 1 0.11 0 0.05 0 0.00 1 0.16 
T 1 0.11 1 0.22 1 0.11 3* 0.44 
A 1 0.14 1 0.14 1 0.14 3* 0.42 
BS 0 0.07 0 0.14 0 0.07 0 0.28 
c 2* 0.31 1 0.25 2* 0.18 5* 0.74 
DD 1 0.15 1 0.30 1 0.15 3* 0.60 
EK 1 0.29 0 0.05 0 0.10 1 0.44 
GE 0 0.12 0 0.25 0 0.12 0 0.49 
GF 0 0.33 0 0.08 1 0.41 1 0.82 
GM 0 0.16 0 0.16 1 0.16 1 0.48 
GT 2 0.38 1 0.27 1 0.11 4* 0.76 
HR 0 0.29 1 0.19 0 0.15 1 0.53 
N 1 0.21 1 0.27 1 0.21 3* 0.69 
IP 1 0.38 1 0.48 1 0.48 3 1.34 
JM 0 0.16 0 0.16 0 0.05 0 0.37 
OI 3* 0.67 0 0.10 0 0.10 3 0.87 
PG 0 0.25 0 0.08 0 0.08 0 0.41 
s 2* 0.12 0 0.12 0 0.08 2* 0.32 
SD 0 0.30 0 0.38 0 0.23 0 0.91 
J 0 0.14 0 0.19 0 0.14 0 0.47 
swx 0 0.41 0 0.33 0 0.08 0 0.82 
TX 1 0.25 0 0.06 0 0.06 1 0.37 
UK 0 0.04 0 0.21 1 0.12 1 0.37 
UA 1 0.27 1 0.27 1 0.21 3* 0.75 
X 1 0.22 0 0.22 0 0.16 1 0.60 
wx 1 0.34 1 0.27 1 0.21 3 0.82 
z 3* 0.25 3* 0.25 2* 0.18 8* 0.68 
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TABLE B6 
TRIPLE COINCIDENCES INVOLVING I EVENTS ON TWENTY DAY INTERVALS 
STOCK No. of No. of No. of 
(I,(IllPI ,lll 2 PI>> (I,(illPI ,V)) (I,(Ill 2 PI ,V)) 
SUM 
N N N N N Ntheor N N obs the or obs the or obs obs the or 
ACD 1 0.21 0 0.21 0 0.14 1 0.56 
AA 0 0.08 0 0.08 0 0.00 0 0.16 
AMB 1 0.10 0 0.14 0 0.00 1 0.24 
AC 1 0.08 0 0.04 0 0.00 1 0.12 
T 1 0.10 1 0.19 1 0.10 3* 0.39 
A 2 0.38 0 0.38 1 0.38 4* 1.14 
BS 1 0.14 1 0.27 1 0.14 3* 0.55 
c 1 0.21 0 0.16 0 0.12 1 0.49 
DD 0 0.08 1 0.16 0 0.08 1 0.32 
EK 2 0.45 0 0.08 0 0.15 2 0.68 
GE 2* 0.23 0 0.45 0 0.23 2 0.91 
GF 1 0.16 1 0.04 2* 0.21 4* 0.41 
GM 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.33 
GT 3* 0.43 1 0.31 0 0. 12 4* 0.86 
HR 3* 0.29 1 0.19 1* 0.05 5* 0.53 
N 1 0.25 0 0.33 1 0.25 2 0.83 
IP 1 0.38 1 0.48 2 0.48 4* 1.34 
JM 0 0.16 0 0.16 0 0.05 0 0.37 
OI 2 0.62 0 0.09 1 0.09 3* 0.80 
PG 0 0.33 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.55 
s 0 0.16 0 0. 16 1 0.11 1 0.43 
SD 2* 0.25 2* 0.31 2* 0.18 6* 0.74 
J 2* 0.12 1 0.16 1 0.12 4* 0.40 
swx 4* 0.48 0 0.38 1 0.10 5* 0.96 
TX 1 0.36 0 0.09 1 0.09 2 0.54 
UK 1* 0.05 1 0.27 2* 0.16 4* 0.48 
UA 3* 0.38 1 0.38 2* 0.29 6* 1.05 
X 0 0.33 0 0.33 1 0.25 1 0.91 
wx 2* 0.34 1 0.27 1 0.21 4* 0.82 
z 1 0.25 0 0.25 1 0.18 2 0.68 
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